PROFESSIONAL & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT WITH CITY COLLEGES OF CHICAGO

City Colleges of Chicago offers non-credit Professional & Personal Development courses across a number of topics to meet the lifelong learning needs of our communities. These courses are offered in the evenings and weekends and include topics in both professional skill-building as well as personal enrichment. Register early, as classes must meet a minimum standard of enrollment in order to run.

For more information on Professional & Personal Development courses, please visit www.ccc.edu/PPD.

COLLEGE CONTACT INFORMATION

RICHARD J. DALEY COLLEGE
7500 S. Pulaski Road, Chicago, IL 60652
(773) 838-7548 | Room 1110

KENNEDY-KING COLLEGE
6301 S. Halsted Street, Chicago, IL 60621
(773) 451-2149 or (773) 602-5043 | Room W110

MALCOLM X COLLEGE
1900 W. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, IL 60612
(312) 850-7136 | Room 203

HARRY S TRUMAN COLLEGE
1145 W. Wilson Avenue, Chicago, IL 60640
(773) 907-4440

WILBUR WRIGHT COLLEGE
4300 N. Narragansett Avenue, Chicago, IL 60634
(773) 481-8800 | Room A139

First time or returning student coming to campus to register:
Go to the PPD office at your campus and complete the registration process. You will be directed to the Business Office to make payment. Payment can only be accepted during regular Business Office hours. Business Office hours are:
- Monday–Wednesday: 9:00 AM–5:00 PM
- Thursday: 9:00 AM–6:00 PM
- Friday: 9:00 AM–1:00 PM

Acceptable forms of payment: Check (personal or cashier’s), Cash, or Money Order
Adding/Enrolling in a Class (Returning Students Only)

To add a class:
1. Login to my.ccc.edu.
2. From the Student Services page, click on the “Academics” section.
3. Click Enroll in “Class/Drop a Class”.
4. Select your Enrollment Term.
5. The first time you register online (each term) you will see the CCC Health and Voter Registration Acknowledgment page. Click on the links to read more about these services. The links will open a new browser window.
6. After you have reviewed the web pages, click “Continue”.
7. Scroll to the bottom of the page and select “Add Classes” to add classes to your schedule.
8. Enter the 5-digit Class Number in the Class Number field. This is the number listed below each course description in the printed schedule.
9. When you have selected your classes, click “Submit”. Failing to click on the Submit button will result in the loss of your registration request.
10. Carefully review the “Add Status” message for each class.

Note: You are responsible for all tuition and fees for your classes. You are expected to pay at the time of registration either online by clicking “Home > Finances > Make a Payment” or in person at the cashier window.

Paying for a Class

To pay your account balance online with a credit card:
1. Login to my.ccc.edu.
2. From the Student Services page, click on the “Finances” section.
3. Under the Account section, click Make a Payment.
4. Select the credit card type (required).
5. Enter the credit card number as directed (required).
6. Select the expiration date of the credit card (required).
7. Review the Billing Address information. If the address listed differs from the address of the credit card (the address at which you receive your bill), enter the correct address (required).
8. Enter your phone number (required).
9. Click Next. You will be able to review this information on the next screen, before your credit card is charged.
10. Verify that the information on this page is accurate.
11. Your credit card will be charged when you click Submit. To edit this information, scroll down and click “Return to Payment Information.” Make the payment, click Submit. If your payment was successful, this page will display a Reference Number. You may want to print this page for your records.

Payments

You are responsible for all tuition and fees for the class(es) you register for unless you officially withdraw before classes begin. Student must officially withdraw from classes before the first class meeting. If payment is not received, you will not be automatically dropped and you will be responsible for the tuition.

All tuition and/or fees are due and payable at the time of registration. Payments may be made via cash, check, money order, VISA or MasterCard. Make checks payable to the college offering the course. If you are a student at Wright College, you must make payment online to pay with a credit card. Please put your driver’s license or State of Illinois ID card number and phone number on the front of your check or money order.

Note: Checks returned for Non-Sufficient Funds (NSF), or stopped payment, will incur a charge to the student of $50. Students who have once given City Colleges of Chicago one of the preceding checks will not be allowed to make subsequent payments by check.

Confirmations

Confirmations will not be mailed to students. Please make a note of the class date and location and go directly to the first class session. If the Administration cancels a class we will attempt to contact you by phone.

Refunds and Withdrawals

Students who wish to withdraw from a class must do so in person 24 HOURS BEFORE THE FIRST CLASS MEETING. There are no refunds once a class begins.

NO REFUNDS WILL BE GIVEN FOR WITHDRAWALS AFTER THE FIRST CLASS MEETING. This policy will be strictly enforced. Credit card accounts will be refunded. Cash or check payments will be refunded by check issued in the student’s name and mailed to the address of record.

Cancellations

If a class is canceled a full refund is given. Refunds are mailed to the student. Allow three to four weeks for refunds. Students are notified by phone when possible. Refunds will not be given for classes where the instructor was unavailable and the class can be made-up.

A full refund of all tuition and fees will be sent to the student if the College cancels a class. Credit cards will be credited. Please allow four to six weeks for processing. A student who withdraws from one or more courses must do so in person or in writing to the PPD program at their respective college.

You will be notified of class cancellations by phone and email.

Schedule Changes

Scheduling and pricing changes may occur without notice, before and during a session, affecting locations, schedules and instructors. Instructor missed classes; rain-outs for outdoor activities and holidays will be made-up. Prices may change without notice.

Textbooks

City Colleges of Chicago has partnered with Akademos/TextbookX to provide low-cost options for the purchase and rental of textbooks. Visit www.ccc.edu/textbookx for more information on CCC’s online bookstore.

Non-Discrimination

City Colleges of Chicago does not discriminate on the basis of race, national origin, ethnicity, gender, age, religion, citizenship, sexual orientation, marital status, disability or handicap, veteran status, membership in or lawful participation in the activities of any organization, or the exercise of rights guaranteed by local, state, or federal law with respect to hire, terms and conditions of employment, continued employment, admissions, or participation in Board programs, services, or activities as required by Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the Amendments Act, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Title VI or Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and other applicable statutes and City Colleges of Chicago policies. The EEO Office is responsible for investigating and responding to equal opportunity concerns, including sexual harassment, of CCC employees, applicants for employment, students or applicants for admission or any other person.
PROFDEV 4008 Computer Basics
Do the terms software, hardware, megabytes, gigabytes, and modems make any sense to you? If not, this is the place for you. Conquer your fear of computers in this beginner’s class. You will learn the components of the systems and how to boot up and shut down the computer. Develop mouse skills, understand the use of media storage, files, folders, icons, software, accessory programs, operating systems, and sizing and moving windows. You'll also create an e-mail account and learn how to use and search the Internet. A USB thumb drive of any size is required. Prerequisites: Students who do not have keyboarding skills should take Keyboarding before taking this class. Book Required.
11515 Sec S1 S 06/18 to 07/30 9-1p L104 Laeza $178

PROFDEV 4009 Computer Keyboarding Skills
What are your typing skills, the two-finger hunt and peck, the lunar lander, the beginner, or the person who needed to brush up on their skills? If you fit into any of these and are being held back by not having the ability to type, this course is for you. You will develop speed, efficiency, accuracy, and basic word-processing skills. Timed tests are required for accuracy and speed. Register today to find out just how the instructor takes routine and turns it into fun. Please bring a flash drive to class. Prerequisites: None
11516 Sec P1 T 06/14 to 07/26 6-8p L104 Laeza $69

PROFDEV 4010 Beginning Microsoft Powerpoint
Create winning slide shows for your next presentation or next meeting. Learn from a top-presentation speaker how to create the best slide show to dazzle the client or boss. Book required.
12225 Sec P1 R 06/16 to 07/29 6-9p L104 Lanena $169

PROFDEV 4013 Startup Basics in Small Business
Are you thinking of starting a small business or have already started your business? This course is a must! Gain the knowledge to be a successful entrepreneur from a leader in the field of small business. Topics will include basics of starting a business, bookkeeping for business, financial management, and marketing and legal issues to pave your way to success. This is an introductory course.
11514 Sec V1 F 06/17 to 07/29 6:30-8:30p 2201 Stadek $109

PROFDEV 4095 Microsoft Word
Expose yourself to this powerful word processing software through an exciting hands-on experience. Learn how to create, edit, and save documents; use the spellers and thesauruses; construct tables and columns; prepare envelopes and labels; and choose fonts.
11518 Sec PWT M 06/13 to 08/1 6-9p L104 Karz $169

PROFDEV 4096 Microsoft Excel
Learn the dominant spreadsheet program used by accountants, managers, and business owners today. You will learn how to construct a spreadsheet, calculate with formulas, set up the page, prints, and chart.
11517 Sec NT1 W 06/15 to 07/27 6-9p L104 Stadek $169

PROFDEV 4099 Basic Income Tax Preparation
When you enroll in the Basic Tax Preparation Course, our experienced instructor will teach you to work through sample problems and learn to complete tax forms and schedules on your own. After completing the course, you'll have the skills and knowledge necessary to prepare individual income tax returns. The objective of this class is to train you in tax preparation of the IRS Form 1040. You will learn how to prepare the Form 1040 tax return by hand including Schedule A, Itemized Deductions; Schedule B, Interest and Dividends; Schedule C, Self-Employment; Schedule D, Capital Gains; and Schedule E, Income property.
12444 Sec V1 F 06/17 to 08/05 6:00-8:15p 2201 Owen $299

PROFDEV 4048 Applied Mathematics
Applied Mathematics is the skill of applying mathematical reasoning and problem-solving techniques to workplace situations. The course begins with a practice and review of the basic concepts of mathematical operations including money, measurement, and time.
11519 Sec P1 R 06/16 to 07/28 6-8p 2204 Marbel $99

PROFDEV 4085 Business Writing
Business Writing reviews the skills needed to write original business-oriented passages. Emphasis is placed on persuasive writing, including organizing arguments and providing supporting details. Some of the topics covered include: sentence structure, punctuation, spelling, vocabulary, proofreading, organizing information, developing ideas, and persuasive writing.
11520 Sec W1 R 06/16 to 07/28 8p-9:30p 2204 Marbel $75

PROFDEV 4086 Reading for Information
Reading for information is the skill of reading and understanding common workplace documents. These letters, manuals, procedures and memos. These is a $30 registration fee for this course.
11521 Sec R1 T 06/14 to 07/26 7-9p 2204 Marbel $99

PROFDEV 4087 ACT Test Center Combo Class
Save over $60 by taking all three courses at one time. Applied Mathematics/Business Writing/Reading for Information.
11522 Sec WK1 T/R 06/14 to 07/28 6-9:30p 2204 Marbel $225

PROFDEV 4071 Notary Signing Agent
This training will provide the necessary skills to perform a real estate loan closing and be efficient in understanding the mortgage loan process. Participants will be able to become notary signing agents within the Chicago Metropolitan and suburban areas and will obtain the skills to work as independent entrepreneurs.
13415 Sec V1 06/17 to 06/24 6:30-9:00 PM 1110 Singleton, B $165
13912 Sec V1 06/17 to 06/28 6:30 PM-9:00 PM MW 1110 Singleton, B

PROFDEV 4088 Food Service Sanitation Manager Course (FSSMC)
National Restaurant Association ServSafe Training and certification is appropriate for anyone seeking first-time certification or to renew an expired license. State and local governments require that food service establishments be under the direction of a person with a valid State of Illinois Food Service Sanitation Manager’s Certification. On successful completion of a State-approved exam, you will be eligible to apply for the State of Illinois certification ($35 fee). City of Chicago certificates are available for an additional $35 fee. A textbook is required. Allow approximately 6 to 8 weeks to process your certifications. Contact Illinois Dept. of Public Health at 217-785-2439 for information about certifications.
12227 Sec P1 R 06/16 to 06/30 5-9p 2301 Calvin $175
12228 Sec P2 R 07/21 to 08/04 5-9p 2301 Calvin $175

CHILDREN’S DANCE AT DALEY

CHLDANCE 1601 Beginning Ballet Ages 3-6
Learn ballet basics, body posture, leg and hand positions, basic concepts of music and rhythm. Required: Leotard, tights, and ballet slippers. (Ages 3-6)
11539 Sec V1 F 06/17 to 07/29 6-7p 8404 Amato $59

CHILDREN’S ART AT DALEY

CHLDArt 1700 Make And Take Art
Kids love creating. There’s no doubt about it. And what’s not to love: markers, pencils, pens and scissors come in every color. On the surface, art helps children create something that is enjoyable to look at, but underneath it all, so much more is going on. Art teaches preschoolers to believe in themselves, to try new things and to trust their own imaginations. Give your child the chance to create art. List of supplies will be given the first class session. (Ages 4-7)
11532 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 3204 Galan $72

CHLDArt 1701 Learning To Draw
Would you like to challenge your children to explore their creativity in a fun and creative environment? Children will learn a variety of techniques in drawing and will be encouraged to express their individuality. Required: 8 1/2 X 11 drawing paper, lead pencils, sharpener, and crayons/markers.
11531 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9:10-30a 3204 Galan $72

CHILDREN’S FITNESS AT DALEY

CHILDFIT 1800 Soccer First
At Soccer First, we’ve created the ultimate experience designed to develop a child’s soccer skills while also improving their appreciation of the rules and etiquette of this ever-growing sport. Each child will focus on a different aspect of soccer including dribbling, passing, ball control, shooting, and defending. This method of teaching enables our staff to provide a more individualized and beneficial experience for each child. After an evaluation scrimmage, players will be divided into an age and skill appropriate team.
11538 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2p 1110 TBA $72

CHILDFIT 1802 Gymnastics Ages 3-6
Beginning Gymnastics is a physical art. Little ones will be trained for proper placement of arms and feet. This course is designed to develop a child’s motor skills, while also improving their appreciation of the rules and etiquette of this ever-growing sport. Each class, the coach will focus on a different aspect of gymnastics including balance, flexibility, and fine and gross motor skills.
11537 Sec SE1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 8404 Amato $72

CHILDFIT 1803 Tae Kwon Do Ages 6+
Tae Kwon Do brings self-strength, self-knowledge, self-confidence, and self-control. It reaches toward ki, the development of a total being capable of meeting any challenge with calm and success. Karate uniform recommended.
11535 CHILDFIT 1803 NT 6:00 PM-7:35 PM M DA700 TBA
CHILDFIT 1810 Fit Kids (Ages 4-6)
These children are now ready to refine and master basic gross motor skills such as running, jumping, hopping, skipping, throwing, kicking, and catching. Designed to prepare a child for group sports and instill a sense of confidence in connection with physical activity, our Fit Kids course emphasizes each of these important skills. The children build strength, balance, agility, flexibility, and coordination in this course ram, as our instructors maintain a positive, supportive, and non-competitive atmosphere. Our Fit Kids are showered with praise as they develop perseverance and self-control.
12446 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 8700 Stallworth $72

CHILDFIT 1811 Winners (Ages 7-10)
This is the first age group where perfecting form and mastering sports and gymnastic skills become priorities. During the classes, the children learn to work hard and aim toward a goal. As with all our older classes, the Winner course is fast-paced and completely structured with organized ingredients throughout the class time. This class introduces a wide range of physical skills and cooperative group activities in preparation for these activities. We emphasize effort, diligence and a spirit of camaraderie, as our Winners are taught the meaning of fair play and teamwork.
12480 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2:00p 8700 Stallworth $72

CHILDFIT 1812 Get-Up Kids (Ages 11-14)
This course combines a cardio workout with strength and flexibility exercises for children who are now at the age when they are surrounded by the sedentary distractions of TV, the internet, and video games. Endurance and gross motor skills are increased through a series of exciting and dynamic activities. As we focus on specific muscle groups, utilize a 4-station circuit training course, our goal in this course is to instill health and fitness as a way of life. All children, regardless of their athletic abilities, will benefit greatly from the Get-Up Kids program.
12448 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9:00-10:30a 8404 Stallworth $72

CHILDREN’S LANGUAGE AT DALEY

CHLDLANG 1907 Fun With Phonics Grades 1-2
Your child will use games, flashcards and worksheets to gain the essential phonetic and word attack skills for fluency in reading.
11544 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2p 2204 TBA $72

CHLDLANG 1912 Elements of Writing Grades 5-6
What is needed to create an excellent one-page essay? Your child will use the rough draft, informal essay and conclusion form to complete the final essay. In addition, your child will increase critical thinking and analytical thinking skills.
11575 Sec S5A S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2p 3102 TBA $72

CHLDLANG 1913 Elements of Writing Grades 7-9
What is needed to create an excellent one-page essay? Your child will use the rough draft, informal essay and conclusion form to complete the final essay. In addition, your child will increase critical thinking and analytical thinking skills.
11581 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2p 3101 TBA $72

CHLDLANG 1914 Elements of Writing Grades 3-4
The main problems which have been identified in Children’s writing are a poor narrative style due to weaknesses in sentence structure, particularly complex sentences, and weak narrative structure because the work is poorly paced, uses brief endings and lacks characterization. Children will begin with creating journals to increase their writing skills.
11565 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2p 2206 TBA $72

CHILDREN’S MATH AT DALEY

CHLDMATH 2002 Math Readiness Ages 4-5
Preschoolers learn math at a very basic level. Sorting, counting, and number recognition are skills preschoolers use to build their math knowledge. Our classroom activities provide amazing opportunities to learn these skills and more.
11542 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 2102 TBA $72

CHLDMATH 2003 Improving Your Math Grades 1-2
First and second graders need to know how to compare quantities, count to 100, compare numbers, order numbers, and count by twos, fives, and tens. They will learn ordinal numbers, fractions, adding, subtracting, rounding, money, Roman numerals, time, and patterns and sequences Book required at the first class session.
11559 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 2201 TBA $72

CHLDMATH 2004 Improving Your Math Grades 3-4
Third and fourth grades mathematics includes: place value, comparing and ordering numbers, counting by numbers other than one, relationship between addition and subtraction, rounding and estimation, multiplication facts, relationship of multiplication and division, division facts, fractions, decimals, consumer math, measurement time, measurement metric, geometry, Roman numerals, sequences and patterns. Does your child need help? Book required at the first class session.
11562 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 2206 TBA $72

CHLDMATH 2005 Improving Your Math Grades 5-6
Help your 5th and 6th graders increase their math skills by reviewing the math concepts covered in school. Assessments of math weaknesses are given to assist the students with their individual needs for improvement.
11574 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 3102 TBA $72

CHLDMATH 2006 Improving Your Math Grades 7-9
This course is designed for the student who is working below grade level in math. There will be math assessments, and reviews to cover the basic areas to be successful in all math courses. Book required at the first class session.
11576 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 3101 TBA $72

CHLDMATH 2007 Pre-Algebra Grades 7-10
Review ratios, proportions, percent, and probability. Includes signed numbers, powers and roots and algebraic expression. Give your child the opportunity to gain the pre-algebra knowledge. Book required at the first class session.
11577 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 3103 TBA $72

CHILDREN’S MUSIC AT DALEY

CHLDMUS 2101 Beginning Piano Ages 6-10
It’s sure to be music to parents’ ears: After nine months of weekly training in piano, new research shows young students’ IQs rose nearly three points more than their untrained peers. Give your child the advantage with basic instruction in piano keyboard and reading music. Class size is limited to 10 students, enroll early.
11533 Sec V1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9-11a 3208 Moran $75

CHLDMUS 2102 Beginning Piano Ages 11-15
Learn to read musical notes while playing on an electric piano.
11534 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 11:15-1:15p 3208 Moran $75

CHILDREN’S PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AT DALEY

CHLDPERD 2211 Good Times Day Camp Community 5 days
Daley College Good Times Day Camp is more than just a fun way for kids to spend their summer; Good Times Day Camp is a place where we can make a positive difference in young people’s lives. All of the activities at camp are tools that provide opportunities for children to participate, build new skills, and form friendships. Our goal is success, and campers will gain self-esteem and social experience through their adventures and experiences at camp. The famous Friday Cupcake Decoration and Fridays at the Movies events will be returning. Your child will need towels and water bottle each day. When registering ask about the lunch plan. Student information sheet must be completed and brought to camp on the first date of camp for each week that student is registered.
12499 A1 06/27 to 07/01 9 am-3 pm Building 700 $72
12501 A2 07/05 to 07/08 9 am-3 pm Building 700 $65
12502 A3 07/11 to 07/15 9 am-3 pm Building 700 $72
12506 A4 07/18 to 07/22 9 am-3 pm Building 700 $72
12520 A5 07/25 to 07/29 9 am-3 pm Building 700 $72
12522 A6 08/01 to 08/05 9 am-3 pm Building 700 $72
12530 A7 08/08 to 08/12 9 am-3 pm Building 700 $72
12536 A8 08/15 to 08/19 9 am-3 pm Building 700 $72

CHILDREN’S READING AT DALEY

CHLDREAD 2300 Improve Your Reading Grades 7-9
Does your Jr. high student often read something and then not really understand what is read? Learn the techniques to understand what is read, remember the message, and then apply the information to questions or assignments. This course is designed for students who are reading below grade level. Book required at the first class session.
11579 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9:10-3:30a 3101 TBA $72

CHLDREAD 2301 Reading Enrichment Grades 3-4
Promote your child’s reading with short stories that are exciting and interesting for the appropriate grade level. Your child will gain the very important comprehension and interpretation skills.
11564 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9:10-3:30a 2401 TBA $72

CHLDREAD 2302 Improve Your Reading Grades 1-2
By the end of the second grade, your child should be able to apply word attack skills, identify plot, setting, and characters, determine cause and effect, draw conclusions and predict outcomes, and use the glossary and the table of contents of a book. Give your first or second graders the opportunity to read and refresh their learning
Book required at the first class session.
11548 Sec S1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9:10-3:30a 2201 TBA $72
11658 Sec S3A S 06/25 to 08/06 9:10-3:30a 2204 TBA $72

CHLDREAD 2304 Improve Your Reading Grades 3-4
Improve your child’s reading, vocabulary, and comprehension while promoting the love of literature for a lifetime. Students will read about topics that they will identify in their lives. This course will include the use of a dictionary. Book required at the first class session.
11668 Sec S5A S 06/25 to 08/06 9:10-3:30a 2206 TBA $72
11423 Sec D8 T/R 06/21 to 07/28 4:00-4:50P Pool TBA $72
11425 Sec D10 F 06/24 to 07/29 4:00-4:50P Pool TBA $36
11425 Sec D11 F 06/24 to 07/29 5:00-5:50P Pool TBA $36
11427 Sec D12 F 06/24 to 07/29 6:00-6:50P Pool TBA $36
11429 Sec D13 S 06/25 to 07/30 9:00-9:50A Pool TBA $36
11429 Sec D14 S 06/25 to 07/30 12:00-12:50P Pool TBA $36
11430 Sec D15 S 06/25 to 07/30 1:00-1:50P Pool TBA $36
Sec D16 MTWR 08/15 to 08/25 4:00-4:50P Pool TBA $48
Sec D17 MTWR 08/15 to 08/25 5:00-5:50P Pool TBA $48
Sec D18 MTWR 08/15 to 08/25 6:00-6:50P Pool TBA $48

SWIM 6020 LEVEL 2: FUNDAMENTAL AQUATIC SKILLS
Must have a Level 1 card or be tested. Also, student must be 6 years old by June 1, 2016. This level builds on basic movement learned in Level 1, then helps the child to swim front and back crawl with breathing. Further develop breaststroke and the elementary backstroke, changing direction and rolling from back to front, along with two additional arm movements that are part of personal safety skills will further the student’s ability to combine skills and become a better swimmer. To pass, a child must swim all required skills with no float belt in deep water. Swim cap and goggles required at each class.

11432 Sec E1 MTWR 06/06 to 06/16 5:00-5:50P Pool TBA $48
11432 Sec E2 M/W 06/20 to 08/01 10:00-10:50A Pool TBA $72
11434 Sec E3 M/W 06/20 to 08/01 4:00-4:50P Pool TBA $72
11435 Sec E4 T/R 06/21 to 07/28 6:00-6:50P Pool TBA $72
11436 Sec E5 F 06/24 to 07/29 4:00-4:50P Pool TBA $36
11437 Sec E6 S 06/25 to 07/30 9:00-9:50A Pool TBA $36
11438 Sec E7 S 06/25 to 07/30 12:00-12:50P Pool TBA $36
Sec E8 MTWR 08/15 to 08/25 5:00-5:50P Pool TBA $48

SWIM 6024 LEVEL 3: STROKE DEVELOPMENT
Builds on skills mastered in Level 2. Must have passed American Red Cross Level 2 or test for appropriate skills. Work on coordination for front, back crawl, breaststroke and sidestroke to further refine these strokes. Introduces elements of the butterfly and treading in deep water. Continue to work on elementary backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly and sidestroke. Learn basic turns and survival swimming. Swim cap and goggles required at each class.

11439 Sec F1 MTWR 06/06 to 06/16 6:00-6:50P Pool TBA $48
11440 Sec F2 M/W 06/20 to 08/01 5:00-5:50P Pool TBA $72
11441 Sec F3 F 06/24 to 07/29 5:00-5:50P Pool TBA $36
Sec F4 MTWR 08/15 to 08/25 6:00-6:50P Pool TBA $48

SWIM 6027 LEVEL 4: STROKE IMPROVEMENT
Must have passed American Red Cross Level 3 or be tested to enter Level 4. Students will improve their skills and increase their endurance by swimming front and back crawl for greater distances. Continue to work on elementary backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly and sidestroke. Learn basic turns and survival swimming. Swim cap and goggles required at each class.

11442 Sec G1 T/R 06/21 to 07/28 5:00-5:50P Pool TBA $72
11443 Sec G2 S 06/25 to 07/30 11:00-11:50A Pool TBA $36

SWIM 6034 ADVANCED SWIM GROUP
This swimming workout is available for all students that have completed and learning other water activities. 2 workouts a week. Swim caps are required.

11444 Sec H1 M/W 06/20 to 08/01 6:00-7:00PM Pool TBA $72

ADULT FITNESS AT DALEY

ADLTFIT 1300 Open Gym
Open to all CCC students over the age of 16.
11457 Sec STP TBA Dates: 06/06 to 07/28 Posted Gym TBA Free

ADLTFIT 1301 Fitness Center
Open to all CCC students over the age of 16.
11459 Sec STP TBA Dates: 06/06 to 07/28 Posted TBA TBA Free

ADLTFIT 1302 Aikido For Adults
Aikido is a highly refined martial art, developed last century as a means of self-defense and spiritual training. Aikido develops coordination of mind and body.
11530 Sec Q1 W 06/15 to 07/30 6:30-7:30p S700 Southern $99
Sec Q2 S 06/15 to 07/30 9:00-10a S700 Southern $99

SWIMMING (ADULTS) AT DALEY

SWIM 6001 ADULT LAP SWIM
If morning time won’t fit your schedule, check out the evening and weekend pool time for adults. Check in with the lifeguard, then hop into the refreshing pool and work out. Swim laps, water aerobics, or work-out according to your own schedule 3 days a week. Check-in with the lifeguard and then hop in the pool! You must be able to swim the length of the pool to participate.

11453 Sec E2 M-R 06/06 to 07/28 7-9a S700 Lifeguard $50

SWIM 6002 ADULT LEARN TO SWIM-BEGINNER
This class is for ages 15 and older who want to learn how to overcome fear to learn basic swim skills. Even if you have no fear, this class will teach you to swim along with treading water and other personal safety skills. Bring swim cap and goggles.

11454 Sec R1 T/R 06/21 to 07/28 7:00-7:50P Pool TBA $72
You will receive a style guide to assist you in creating a professional résumé and writing an effective cover letter. Are you having trouble distilling your whole life into a one-page resume? Are you confused about how to write a resume that is going to be fed into a computer rather than being read by a human being? Don't know how to target that cover letter for a particular position? Well, we're here to help. You will receive a style guide to assist you in creating a professional resume and to write an effective cover letter.

ARTURO VELASQUEZ INSTITUTE

CHLDLANG 1907 Fun With Phonics Gr. 1-2
Your child will use games, flashcards and worksheets to gain the essential phonetic and word attack skills for fluency in reading.
11673 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2pm TBA $72

CHLDLANG 1912 Elements of Writing Grades 5-6
What is needed to create an excellent one-page essay? Your child will use the rough draft, informal essay and conclusion form to complete the final essay. In addition, your child will increase critical thinking and analytical thinking skills.
11706 CHLDLANG 1912 SAV1 12:30 PM-2:00 PM S DA1205 TBA

CHLDLANG 1913 Elements of Writing Grades 7-9
What is needed to create an excellent one-page essay? Your child will use the rough draft, informal essay and conclusion form to complete the final essay. In addition, your child will increase critical thinking and analytical thinking skills.
11709 CHLDLANG 1913 SAV1 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2pm 1105 TBA $72

CHLDLANG 1914 Elements of Writing Grades 3-4
The main problems which have been identified in Children’s writing are a poor narrative style due to weaknesses in sentence structure, particularly complex sentences, and weak narrative structure because the work is poorly paced, uses brief endings and lacks characterization. Children will begin with creating journals to increase their writing skills.
11703 CHLDLANG 1914 SAV1 06/25 to 08/06 12:30-2pm 1116 TBA $72

CHILDREN'S MATH AT ARTURO VELASQUEZ

CHLMATH 2002 Math Readiness Ages 4-5
Preschoolers learn math at a very basic level. Sorting, counting, and number recognition are skills preschoolers use to build their math knowledge. Our classroom activities provide amazing opportunities to learn these skills and more.
11671 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 1304 TBA $72

CHLMATH 2003 Improving Your Math Grades 1-2
First and second graders need to know how to compare quantities, count to 100, compare numbers, order numbers, and count by twos, fives, and tens. They will learn ordinal numbers, fractions, addition, subtracting, rounding, money, Roman numerals, time, and patterns and sequences. Book required at the first class session.
11677 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9:10-3:00a 1305 TBA $72

CHLMATH 2004 Improving Your Math Grades 3-4
Third and fourth graders need to know how to compare quantities, count to 100, compare numbers, order numbers, and count by twos, fives, and tens. They will learn ordinal numbers, fractions, addition, subtracting, rounding, money, Roman numerals, time, and patterns and sequences. Book required at the first class session.
11685 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 1306 TBA $72

CHLMATH 2005 Improving Your Math Grades 5-6
Help your 5th and 6th graders increase their math skills by reviewing the math concepts covered in school. Assessments of math weaknesses are given to assist the students with their individual needs for improvement.
11705 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 1307 TBA $72

CHLMATH 2006 Improving Your Math Grades 7-9
This course is designed for the student who is working below grade level in math. There will be math assessments, and reviews to cover the basic areas to be successful in all math courses. Book required at the first class session.
11708 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 1308 TBA $72
CHILDREAD 2303 Improve Your Reading Grades 1-2
By the end of the second grade, your child should be able to apply word attack skills, identify plot, setting, and characters, determine cause and effect, draw conclusions and predict outcomes, and use the glossary and the table of contents of a book. Give your first or second graders the opportunity to review and refresh their learning.
Book required at the first class session.
11702 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 10:45-12:15p 1115 TBA $72

CHILDREAD 2304 Improve Your Reading Grades 3-4
Improve your child’s reading, vocabulary, and comprehension while promoting the love of literature for a lifetime. Students will read about topics that they will identify in their lives. This course will include the use of a dictionary. Book required at the first class session.
11681 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9-10:30a 1116 TBA $72

CHILDREAD 2305 Improve Your Reading Grades 5-6
Have your child develop oral reading skills, vocabulary, and pronunciations, while gaining a greater appreciation for literature. The reading topics include humor, friendships, personal values and helping those in need. This course includes the use of dictionary. Book required at the first class session.
11704 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9-10:30a 1106 TBA $72

CHILDREAD 2307 Reading Readiness Ages 4-5
Learning to read is a huge step for any preschooler. This course will help your child become comfortable with word pronunciation and putting word together to read sentences which are important building blocks for reading.
11541 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 9-10:30a 1304 TBA $72

CHILDREN’S TESTING AT ARTURO VELASQUEZ
CHLDTEST 2401 Standardized Test Preparation Grades 3-4
Give your 3rd or 4th grader the chance to prepare for the standardized testing. The student will learn methods in how to recall information that has been read, strengthen reading comprehension, review math, and be introduced to the process of elimination for answering test questions.
11710 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30–2p 1206 TBA $72

CHLDTEST 2402 Standardized Test Prep Grades 5-6
Testing for 5th and 6th grades will focus on reading, math and writing. Expectation results in a self-fulfilling prophecy; students will rise to your level of expectation, so aim high! This course can promote positive attitudes in students by preparing them and helping them to become familiar with standardized testing materials. Book is required
11711 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30–2p 1205 TBA $72

CHLDTEST 2403 Standardized Test Prep Grades 7-8
CPS confirmed that the Northwest Evaluation Association’s Measures of Academic Progress (NWEA MAP) test would be required for selective-enrollment high schools. NWEA’s Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) are computerized, adaptive tests that assess each student’s current level of academic performance in Reading, Language Usage, and Mathematics. When a student takes a MAP test, the difficulty of each question is based on how well a student answers all the previous questions. The adaptive nature of the test essentially personalizes the test to each student.
As a result, every student has the same opportunity to succeed and maintain a positive attitude toward testing. At the end of the test, the final score is an estimate of the student’s achievement level.
11712 Sec SAV1 S 06/25 to 08/06 12:30–2p 1207 TBA $72

Kennedy-King College

FRENCH PASTRY SCHOOL

Petits Fours and Mini Pastries
Calling all foodies! The Chef will bring her expert baking and decorating skills to you in this three-day, hands-on workshop. You will learn tips and tricks to create French-style petits fours and mini pastries for your next family fête or gathering. In this course, the Chef will guide you on how to plan festive occasions, expand your pastry skills, and execute impressive desserts for entertaining. The Chef is a master of bringing an ordinary dessert to life, simply. You will discover many decorating techniques to enhance the presentation of your serving table. Expand your pastry skills, and then feast on your creations. You’ll be able to take home your desserts and party favors so don’t forget to plan a festive occasion and share them with your family and friends. $720.
19831 TWR 08/02-08/04 4:00 pm - 9:00 pm 2535 COOKING

A Lifetime of Pastries
Chef John Kraus, most recently a member of the bronze medal winning 2015 World Cup Team USA in Lyon, France and owner of Patisserie 46 in Minneapolis, MN will be visiting his old stomping ground, the French Pastry School! Chef John will be sharing ideas and recipes of his highly acclaimed desserts in The French Pastry School’s new continuing education class. He brings a prestigious background to this four-day course including Patisserie Pantry Pastry Chef of the Year and winner of the National Dessert Champion in 2002, winner of the 2004 Food Network chocolate sculpture, and named one of the Top Ten Pastry Chefs in the U.S. by Pastry Art & Design magazine in 2005-06. In addition to Chef John’s accolades, he was a chef instructor at The French Pastry School for 10 years. In this hands-on class, Chef John will impart his style & wisdom through a variety of both sweet and savory pastries. This course is a once in a lifetime learning experience and will certainly bring new concepts to your menu and team. $720.
19833 MTWR 07/25-07/29 1:00 pm - 8:00 pm 2540 COOKING

Cake Camp
These days, cakes are towering works of art with gravity-defying, whimsical designs: the opportunities are as exciting as they are endless. For students ages 15 and up, this is a chance to explore all that the world of cake decorating has to offer! In this five-day, hands-on course, the Chef will take you through classic cake recipes that are perfect for special occasions. Over the course of five days, you will make two complete cakes: one, a sculpted cake with real cake and tasty buttercream; and the second, a tiered confection covered in smooth fondant. You’ll learn how to properly stack tiers and cover both real cakes and “dummy cakes” (Styrofoam cylinders used by cake decorators). $720.
19834 MTWRF 06/27-07/01 8:00 am - 1:00 pm 2539 COOKING

COOKING 2503 Pastry Camp
Whether you are fifteen or fifty-five, make your summer camp experience count with this five-day, hands-on Pastry Camp. This is your chance to explore all that the world of French Pastries has to offer. From cakes and tarts, to breads and ice creams, the chef will guide you through the fundamentals of classic pastries so you can recreate them at home. $720.
12990 COOKING 2503 FPS 8:00 AM-1:00 PM MTWThF 226 W Jackson TBA
12993 COOKING 2503 FPS1 8:00 AM-1:00 PM MTWThF 226 W Jackson TBA

COOKING 2505 Chocolate Camp
Whether you are fifteen or fifty-five, make your summer camp experience count with this five-day, hands-on, All Chocolate Pastry Camp. This is your chance to explore all that the world of French Pastries has to offer with a chocolate spin. From cakes and tarts to breads and ice creams, a World Pastry Champion, will guide you through the fundamentals of classic chocolate pastry products so you can recreate them at home. $720.
12992 COOKING 2505 FPS 8:00 AM-1:00 PM MTWThF 226 W Jackson TBA

COOKING 2512 Bread Camp
For students 15 and up and adults of all ages, this is a chance to explore the world of French breads and pastries! What could be better than serving your very own fresh-out-of-the-oven, steamy loaves of bread, breakfast pastries, and some of the best pound cakes and coffee cakes. During this week-long, hands-on Bread Camp, a master baker will guide you through the fundamentals of each of these areas of bread and pastry making.
You will learn the different phases of bread from mixing the ingredients to proofing to baking. Once you have gained an understanding of the techniques of classic French bread making, you will be able to recreate fresh bread at home. Roll up your sleeves and be prepared to get your hands covered in flour because this is a hands-on experience! $720.
12989 COOKING 2512 FPS 8:00 AM-1:00 PM MTWThF 226 W Jackson TBA

COOKING 2528 Preserving, Pickling, and Jamming
Preserving foods have never been so trendy! Discover the age old practices of preserving and canning foods under the guidance of a World Pastry Champion at The French Pastry School. The Chef will demonstrate a variety of techniques and recipes that will feature fruits and vegetables from our local summer harvest. You will learn to extend the seasons bounty throughout the year in this three-day, hands-on workshop. $720.
12994 COOKING 2528 FPS 4:00 PM-9:00 PM TTh 226 W Jackson TBA
COOKING 2529 Chocolate Creations by Norman Love
Norman Love, founder of Norman Love Confections, has created edible works of art that have been featured in renowned hotels throughout the world. His passion for pastry will be demonstrated through a modern contemporary approach to chocolate décor for all entremets. Each recipe will be as different as the next with chocolate as the constant. In this three/four day hands-on class, Chef Norman will reveal how he creates his culinary art from the purest of ingredients including intricate flavor profiles, exotic spices, and seasonal fruits that he has discovered during his extensive worldwide travels.
Chef Norman’s enthusiasm and devotion have positioned him as a visionary in the industry. From the two years he spent in France learning the craft of pastry-making to his decade at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company opening kitchens in Boston, Dubai, and Bali and rising through the ranks to corporate executive pastry chef, his devotion to be the best is evident in each handmade piece that is produced in his Fort Myers, Florida-based Chocolate Salon. Chocolatier and Pastry Art and Design magazine named Norman one of the top 10 pastry chefs in 1996 and 1997. In 1999, he led the U.S. team to a bronze medal in the biennial Coupe du Monde de la Patisserie (World Cup of Pastry) competition in France, which featured pastry chefs from 18 nations.
Since founding Norman Love Confections in 2001, Norman has received tremendous national and international recognition most recently having been selected twice in two months as the No. 1 chocolates in the nation by Consumer Reports. In 2005, USA Today named Norman Love Confections as one of the ten best places to purchase chocolates, while in 2002, the company was selected as one of the top 10 artisan chocolate companies in the country. $720.

COOKING 2536 Pastry Shop Favorites
From elegant pastry shops to trendy biströs, Paris has always had a dessert experience waiting around every corner. No matter what arrodissement you find yourself in, the City of Lights brings together the best of French pastry giving the world timeless flavors that have come to define classic French pastry. Learn the traditions and innovations of Parisian pastry in this three-day, hands-on course that explores regional French culture by way of dessert. The chef will guide you through the techniques needed to make your home feel like a Parisian pastry shop, teach you some recipes for classic bistro desserts, and add to your dinner party repertoire. $720.

COOKING 2537 French Breakfast Pastries
Rise and shine and enjoy some morning delicacies! Join the master baker as he takes you through the fundamentals of classic French breakfast pastries. He will introduce you to making laminated doughs, and you will go on to make croissants and danishes of all sorts. You will also learn to make a variety of products including brioches, donuts, and muffins. $720.

COOKING 2541 Homemade Ice Creams and Frozen Desserts
In this three-day, hands-on course discover the tricks of the trade of making homemade ice cream and frozen desserts. The chef will demonstrate refreshing summer treats while expanding your pastry skills. Our quick and easy recipes will be a great addition to your summer backyard parties and for the whole family to enjoy. $720.

COOKING 2542 Gumpaste Flowers and Advanced Cake Decorating Techniques
In this class you will learn intricate techniques for making memorable wedding or celebration cakes. The class will begin by creating an array of unique and sophisticated gumpaste flowers such as peonies, orchids, anemones, poppies, leaves, buds and flower fillers to adorn an elegant, breathtaking cake masterpiece. In addition to the gumpaste flower embellishments, your decorating skills will be enhanced learning multiple piping styles using both classic and modern designs. You will learn to modernize vintage cake styles by discovering classic methods including African Lace, The Joseph Lambeth Method, and Australian string work. These are ornate decorating techniques that are all done by hand! $720.

COOKING 2549 Doughnuts and Beignets
Beignets and doughnuts are hot and are amongst the latest trends. French Pastry Schools chef will explore twists on this classic breakfast delicacy that will magnify your taste buds in this three-day, hands-on course. He will take you on a journey that will allow you to experience beignets and doughnuts by making them yourself. These fun and old-fashioned recipes are bound to stir up your childhood memories. $720.

LEVEL UP AT KENNEDY-KING
LEVELUP 2800 Level Up (English)
The LEVEL-UP program is designed to improve placement scores by sharpening math skills so that students can begin college-level work in their first semester. This course is a math course with student support and use of technology to provide students with skills need for success in future math courses. Students matriculate as differentiated learners using a modular form of web-based learning and assessment system call MyMathLab. FREE.

LEVELUP 2801 Level Up (Math)
The LEVEL-UP program is designed to improve placement scores by sharpening math skills so that students can begin college-level work in their first semester. This course is a math course with student support and use of technology to provide students with skills need for success in future math courses. Students matriculate as differentiated learners using a modular form of web-based learning and assessment system call MyMathLab. FREE.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AT KENNEDY-KING
PROFDEV 4088 Food Service Sanitation Manager Course (FSSMC)
National Restaurant Association ServSafe Training and certification is appropriate for anyone seeking first-time certification or to renew an expired license. State and local governments require that food service establishments be under the direction of a person with a valid State of Illinois Food Service Sanitation Manager’s Certification. On successful completion of a State-approved exam, you will be eligible to apply for the State of Illinois certification ($35 fee). City of Chicago certificates are available for an additional $35 fee. A textbook is required. Allow approximately 6 to 8 weeks to receive your certifications. Contact IL Dept. of Public Health at 217-785-2439 for information about certifications. 12711 runs from 06/28–06/29. 12712 runs from 07/26–07/27. $175.

12771 PROFDEV OS1 9:00am–1:00pm TBA TBA TBA
12772 PROFDEV OS2 9:00am–1:00pm TBA TBA TBA

SENIORS AT KENNEDY-KING
SENIORS 5003 Graphic Arts for Seniors
The course explores several Adobe software/graphic art programs. 06/11 to 07/23. $89.

12710 SENIORS 5003 9:00am–12:00pm S TBA $ TBA

SWIMMING AT KENNEDY-KING
SWIM 6000 MORNING ADULT LAP SWIM
Do you like to work out early? Check in with the lifeguard, then hop into the refreshing pool and work out. Swim laps, water walk, or workout. Check-in with the lifeguard and then hop in the pool! You must be able to swim the length of the pool to participate. $115.

12713 SWIM 6000 1 7:00 AM-9:00 AM MW $KKW180 $ TBA

SWIM 6002 ADULT LEARN TO SWIM-BEGINNER
This class is for ages 15 and older who want to learn how to overcome fear to learn basic swim skills. Even if you have no fear, this class will teach you to swim along with treading water and other personal safety skills. Bring swim cap and goggles. $35.

12722 SWIM 6001 6:00 PM-6:55 PM F $KKW180 $ TBA

SWIM 6003 ADULT LEARN TO SWIM-INTERMEDIATE
This class is designed to follow up and refine skills taught in the beginner class. To enroll students must be able to swim front crawl, back crawl, elementary backstroke and breast stroke. If you know these skills and want to refine techniques and are comfortable in deep water this is the class for you. $35.

12723 SWIM 6003 1 7:00 PM-7:55 PM F $KKW180 $ TBA

SWIM 6004 LEARN TO SWIM PARENT and CHILD AQUATICS
This program familiarizes children ages 1-2 and 3-4 with the water and prepares them to learn to swim in the American Red Cross Preschool Aquatics program. Illinois Health Department mandates that swim diapers must have fitted waterproof pants over the diaper. Every child must have one adult with them in the water for these classes. $35.

12724 SWIM 6004 1 5:00 PM-5:50 PM F $KKW180 $ TBA

SWIM 6007 LEARN TO SWIM PRE-SCHOOL AQUATICS
For children ages 4 to 5. This class promotes appropriate learning and development of fundamental water safety and swimming skills. It is a step class for children coming from the Parent and Child program as they transition into the Learn to Swim program at age 6. Parents NOT DO go in the water in this class, so the child should be ready to be in the water without them. If your child was not in our parent/child classes, and is 4 years of age, please contact the campus aquatic office to see if they would qualify. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. $35.

12725 SWIM 6007 1 5:30 PM-6:00 PM F $KKW180 $ TBA

SWIM 6010 AQUA-CARDIO WATER EXERCISE
Are you looking for an aerobic workout that will get your heart going and your joints working? Class begins with a shallow water routine to music then finishes with stretching and toning for the muscles you have just warmed up. This is a great way to wind up the day and feel relaxed before heading to bed or in some cases heading to work! $35.

12721 SWIM 6010 1 7:30 AM-8:30 AM TTH $KKW180 $ TBA

SWIM 6017 LEVEL 1: INTRODUCTION OF WATER SKILLS
This class is the first in the Red Cross Learn to Swim program. The child must be 6 years by June 1, 2016. Children learn basic skills including supported floating on the back, underwater exhaling and breathing, and two forms of arm and leg action. Swim cap and goggles are required. $35.

12715 SWIM 6017 1 10:00 AM-10:40 AM S $KKW180 $ TBA
SWIM 6020 LEVEL 2: FUNDAMENTAL AQUATIC SKILLS
Must have a Level 1 card or be tested. Also, student must be 6 years old by June 1, 2016. This level builds on basic movement learned in Level I, then helps the child to swim front and back crawl with breathing. Further develop breaststroke and the elementary backstroke, changing direction and rolling from back to front, along with two additional arm movements that are part of personal safety skills. Must further the students ability to combine skills and become a better swimmer. To pass, a child must swim all required skills with no float in deep water. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. $35.

12716 SWIM 6020 1 10:45 AM-11:25 AM S KKW180 TBA

SWIM 6024 LEVEL 3: STROKE DEVELOPMENT
Builds on skills mastered in Level 2. Must have passed American Red Cross Level 2 or test for appropriate skills. Work on coordination for front, back crawl, breaststroke and scissor kick to further refinement of these strokes. Introduces elements of the butterfly and treading in deep water. Rules for head-first entries are taught along with the introduction of the diving progression. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. $35.

12717 SWIM 6024 1 11:30 AM-12:10 PM S KKW180 TBA

SWIM 6027 LEVEL 4: STROKE IMPROVEMENT
Must have passed American Red Cross Level 3 or be tested to enter Level 4. Students will improve their skills and increase their endurance by swimming front and back crawl for greater distances. Continue to work on elementary backstroke, breaststroke, butterfly and sidestroke. Learn basic turns and survival swimming. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. $35.

12718 SWIM 6027 1 12:15 PM-12:55 PM S KKW180 TBA

SWIM 6030 LEVEL 5: STROKE REFINEMENT
Must have passed American Red Cross Level 4 or be tested for appropriate skills to enter this class. Students refine their performance of all the strokes (front and back crawl, butterfly, breaststroke, elementary backstroke and sidestroke) to increase their distances. Flip turns, front and back, will be introduced. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. $35.

12719 SWIM 6030 1 1:00 PM-1:40 PM S KKW180 TBA

SWIM 6031 LEVEL 6: SWIMMING AND SKILL PROFICIENCY
Must have Level 5 American Red Cross card or be tested for appropriate skills. Level 6 is now the last level in the American Red Cross Learn-to-Swim program. There are three sections to Level 6: A) Personal Water Safety; B) Fundamentals of Diving, and C) Fitness Swimmer. All sections have a focus on the strokes to increase power, efficiency, and distances. We are offering sections A and C this spring. $35.

12720 SWIM 6031 1 1:45 PM-2:25 PM S KKW180 TBA

SWIM 6036 STUDENT, FACULTY AND STAFF LAP SWIM
Swim laps, water walk, exercise. Must be able to swim full length of the pool. FREE.

12714 SWIM 6036 1 10:00 AM-4:00 PM MTWThF KKW180 TBA

Malcolm X College

LEVELUP 2803 Level Up
Level Up is a quick-start program designed to ensure student are prepared to take on the challenge and rigor of college level work. This program targets students placed into the developmental education pathway based on the CCC COMPASS placement exam. The Level Up program is designed to improve placement scores by sharpening Math, Reading, and/or Writing skills to increase the amount of students to reaching the college-level credit. Tutors and technology is embedded into the design of the program.

12208 LEVELUP 2803 ENGL 9:00 AM-12:00 PM MTWTh Malcolm X College Palazzolo, M
12211 LEVELUP 2803 ENGL 9:00 AM-12:00 PM MTWTh Malcolm X College Palazzolo, M
12209 LEVELUP 2803 MAT1 9:00 AM-12:00 PM MTWTh Malcolm X College Dennis, W
12212 LEVELUP 2803 MAT2 9:00 AM-12:00 PM MTWTh Malcolm X College Dennis, W
12213 LEVELUP 2803 MAT3 1:00 PM-4:00 PM MTWTh Malcolm X College Dennis, W

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AT MALCOLM X

PERDEP 3000 Buying A Home
This FREE seminar offered by Bethel New Life’s Family Economic Success. Get expert advice from a credit counselor, Realtor, mortgage lender, real estate attorney, and a home inspector. Call for further information (773) 826-8121. 06/11 to 08/13.

12186 PERDEP 3000 BH 9:00 AM-4:00 PM S MXM-3205 TBA

PERDEP 3001 Saturday Academy Program
Saturday Academy is an STEM academic enrichment program for middle and high school students. The courses are designed to enhance and expose students to science, technology, engineering and math. MXC adjuncts and faculty teach science and math courses for six weeks on Saturdays in middle and high school students. FREE.

12216 PERDEP 3001 COMP 9:00 AM-12:00 PM S Malcolm X College Forbes, D
12214 PERDEP 3001 MATH 9:00 AM-12:00 PM S Malcolm X College Jemison, K
12215 PERDEP 3001 MATH 1:00 PM-3:00 PM S Malcolm X College Jemison, K

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AT MALCOLM X

Malcolm X College’s Emergency Medical Services (EMS) department provides educational programs in critical out-of-hospital acute medical care and transportation for patients with illnesses and injuries. Our program features Advance Certification and Continuing Education Courses in several in-demand areas including Basic Life Support, CPR, First Aid, and Advanced Cardiac Life Support.

Possible career pathways that can benefit from EMS education courses include:
Emergency Medical Technician
  Firefighter
  Nurse
  Paramedic

Why should you choose our program?
The EMS programs at Malcolm X College are highly regarded and are part of the Region XI EMS System that includes the Chicago Fire Department, John H. Stroger Hospital of Cook County, Advocate Illinois Masonic Hospital, Northwestern Memorial Hospital and the University of Chicago Hospital. All courses are approved by the Illinois Department of Public Health and the Paramedic Program is nationally accredited by CoAEMSP. Malcolm X College is also an American Heart Association (AHA) approved training center for CPR and AHA courses.

Our EMS programs are part of the City Colleges of Chicago’s College to Careers (C2C) programs which forges partnerships between City Colleges and industry leaders to better align City Colleges’ curricula with the demand in growing fields. These partnerships provide City Colleges’ students access to real-world experience via teacher-practitioners, internships and top-notch facilities that prepare students to succeed in the workforce.

Credited Courses and Professional and Personal Development Course Options
Courses in Emergency Medical Service at Malcolm X College are offered through C2C programs as credited courses and through our Professional and Personal Development programs as continuing education credits. Credited courses include EMT-basic courses as well as First Responder class. Our EMS continuing education courses are approved by Region XI for continuing education credits. This flexibility allows us to meet the varying needs of our students.

PPDMD 3205 CPR Heartsaver AED
This course is designed for individuals and/or designated first responders who have a duty to respond to a cardiac emergency because of job responsibilities or regulatory requirements. Course content includes: adult/child CPR, adult/child choking and optional infant CPR and choking, and adult and infant CPR with a mask. $75. 1235 run s on 06/11, 12353 runs on 07/09.

12351 PPDMD 3205 AED 9:00 AM-5:00 PM S 7006 Staff
12353 PPDMD 3205 AED 9:00 AM-5:00 PM S 7006 Staff
12353 PPDMD 3205 AED 1 9:00 AM-5:00 PM S 7006 Staff
PRODEV 4003 Pediatric First Aid
This course is designed for those involved in child care who have a duty to respond to a first aid emergency because of job responsibilities or regulatory requirements, such as child care workers, teachers, foster care providers, camp counselors, and coaches for Children’s sports. Course content includes: first aid basics, medical and injury emergencies, environmental emergencies, asthma care, adult/child CPR with mask, adult/child choking, adult/child AED and optional infant CPR with mask. §75. 12355 PFA1 runs on 06/18. 12355 PFA2 runs on 07/23. 12366 runs on 07/23.
12355 PRODEV 4003 PFA1 9:00am-5:00pm S 7005 Staff
12355 PRODEV 4003 PFA2 9:00am-5:00pm S 7005 Staff
12366 PRODEV 4003 PFA2 9:00am-5:00pm S 7005 Staff

PRODEV 4072 CPR for Healthcare Providers
This course designed for healthcare providers teaches Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and relief of foreign body airway obstruction for adults, children, and infants. It is intended for participants who provide health care to patients in a wide variety of settings, including in-hospital and out-of-hospital settings. The course is also designed for anyone who is required to take a healthcare provider course for employment or as a prerequisite for ACLS, PALS, and BLS instructor courses. On successful completion of the course, you will receive a course completion card issued through the American Heart Association. You must register in advance. We cannot permit registrations the day of the class. §45. 12188 runs on 06/04. 12189 runs on 06/25. 12190 runs on 07/02. 12191 runs on 07/30. 12193 runs on 08/06.
12188 PRODEV 4072 CPR1 9:00 AM-2:30 PM S MVM-7006 Scipione, A
12189 PRODEV 4072 CPR2 9:00 AM-2:30 PM S MVM-7006 Scipione, A
12190 PRODEV 4072 CPR3 9:00 AM-2:30 PM S MVM-7006 Scipione, A
12191 PRODEV 4072 CPR4 9:00 AM-2:30 PM S MVM-7006 Scipione, A
12192 PRODEV 4072 CPR5 9:00 AM-2:30 PM S MVM-7006 Scipione, A

PRODEV 4088 Food Service Sanitation Manager Course (FSSMC)
National Restaurant Association ServSafe Training and certification is appropriate for anyone seeking first-time certification or to renew an expired license. State and local governments require that food service establishments be under the direction of a person with a valid State of Illinois Food Service Sanitation Manager’s Certification. On successful completion of a State-approved exam, you will be eligible to apply for the State of Illinois certification ($35 fee). City of Chicago certificates are available for an additional $35 fee. A textbook is required. Allow approximately 6 to 8 weeks to receive your certifications. Contact Illinois Dept. of Public Health at 217-776-2439 for information about certifications. §175. 12194 runs from 06/17 to 06/18. 12195 runs from 07/22 to 07/23.
12194 PRODEV 4088 FSS1 11:00 AM-5:00 PM FS MVM-3200 Muhammad, C
12195 PRODEV 4088 FSS2 11:00 AM-5:00 PM FS MVM-3200 Muhammad, C

PRODEV 4091 CNA Refresher
This program is designed for those who were a Certified Nurse Assistant in Illinois but have not worked for pay for 24 consecutive months or longer since your last competency exam, the recertification process is for you. This recertification process allows individuals to take steps to regain approved certification by following a step by step process provided by Illinois Department of Public Health. $175. 07/15 to 07/16.
12196 PRODEV 4091 CR 10:00 AM-2:00 PM FS MVM-4304 TBA

SENIORS AT MALCOLM X
SENIORS 5010 Introduction to Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Excel is a spreadsheet program that allows you to organize your data into lists and then summarize, compare, manipulate, and present your data in a graph. In this course, you will learn about the power of a spreadsheet, including how to avoid major mistakes in creating spreadsheets, inputting data, saving, and opening spreadsheets. §49. 06/18 to 06/25.
12197 SENIORS 5010 IME 9:00 AM-11:00 AM S MVM-6006 Hitts, D

SENIORS 5011 Introduction to Microsoft Word
The class introduce newcomers to word processing using Word. Learn to create basic documents, save options, use of templates, and how to move around the document. Auto correct, selecting text using both the keyboard and the mouse, basic formatting, and editing are also introduced. §49. 07/16 to 07/23.
12196 SENIORS 5011 IMW 9:00 AM-11:00 AM S MVM-6006 Hitts, D

Harry S Truman College
ADLTART 1003 Watercolor Painting
Discover the unique qualities of watercolor painting through experimental exercises. Learn to really see color, gain a working understanding of color theory, and develop your own personal style. $150. 06/11 to 07/30 (no class 07/02).
11478 ADLTART 1003 SC 9:00 AM-11:30 AM S TR2-212 Otto, P

ADLTART 1004 Beginning Photography
Learn the principles of photography with your digital or traditional 35mm camera. You can learn how to use a camera or you can refresh your knowledge of photography. You will learn about lens apertures, shutter speeds, light meter, film or ISO speeds, white balance, histograms, lenses, flash, composition, depth-of-field, digital storage cards, and much more. You will also learn to create great images using techniques like panning, painting with light, right photography, flash photography and others. Prerequisites: Bring either a working 35mm or digital camera with manual exposure controls. Check the batteries. It is very important not to miss the first class! §155. 06/11 to 07/30 (no class 07/02).
11480 ADLTART 1004 SC 9:00 AM-11:00 AM S TR3951 Alvarez, I

ADLTART 1006 Intermediate Photography
Expand your photography skills in this continuation course for students who have already taken Beginning Photography and are comfortable with their cameras. You will learn all the advanced settings on the camera as well as the principals of studio lighting that will help you create great portraits at home using inexpensive equipment or a couple of external flashes. You will learn how to create portraits with impact, shoot sports, fashion, or product photography, and much, much more. We will shoot almost every week in class so you can get familiar with professional equipment. Prerequisites: Successful completion of Beginning Photography and a 35mm digital or film camera with a working flash. $155. 06/11 to 07/30 (no class 07/02).
11481 ADLTART 1006 SC 11:30 AM-1:30 PM S TR3951 Alvarez, I

ADLTART 1007 Basic Darkroom Photography
Take your love of photography to the next level by learning basic black and white darkroom skills and how to “see photographically.” You will learn to process film, make photographs, make contact prints and enlargements. The course also covers mounting, touch-up, contrast filters, and darkroom craft. Advanced students may also enroll for additional darkroom time to complete projects. Lab hours are from 6 to 8 p.m. Prerequisites: You must be familiar with and have access to a working 35-mm camera (not disposable) with manual exposure controls. If you are not familiar with using a 35-mm camera, the Beginning Photography course is highly recommended. §155. 06/08 to 07/20
11482 ADLTART 1007 WC 7:00 PM-10:00 PM W TR3928 TBA

ADULT LANGUAGE AT TRUMAN
ADLTLANG 1402 Beginning Korean I
Are you a fan of K-pop, K-drama, K-movies, and K-food? Now you have an opportunity to learn how to read and say simple phrases in Korean from a native Korean speaker. You will also learn about Korean culture as you expand your horizons in this interactive class. §139. 06/14 to 07/26.
11479 ADLTLANG 1402 TC 6:00 PM-9:00 PM T TR2106 Lim, N

ADULT PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AT TRUMAN
PERDEV 3002 The Road to Homeownership
The Road To Homeownership classes are FREE and taught by North Side Community Federal Credit Union (NSFCU), a non-profit institution that is HUD certified. We will give tips on improving credit, understanding your mortgage loan, and what your home-buying team will do for you. At the end of the course you will receive a HUD Certificate of Completion that may make you eligible for grants and loans for first-time home buyers. For more information, call Jennifer Pallas at 773-769-5800, x. 224 or jpallass@northsidecommunityfcu.org. Fee of $35 payable to NSFCU. 11486 runs on 06/18. 11487 runs on 07/16.
11486 PERDEV 3002 SC1 9:00 AM-4:00 PM S TR2106 TBA
11487 PERDEV 3002 SC2 9:00 AM-4:00 PM S TR2106 TBA

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AT TRUMAN
PPMPED 3200 American Heart Association Heartsaver CPR and First Aid
This course is designed to teach the skills of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), relief of foreign body airway obstruction, and first aid to lay rescuers. You will learn critical skills to respond to and manage an emergency in the first few minutes until emergency medical services arrives. On successful completion of the course, you will receive a course completion card issued through the American Heart Association. §49. June 18th.
11477 PPMPED 3200 SC 9:00 AM-2:00 PM S TBA TBA

PRODEV 4063 CPR for Healthcare Providers
This course designed for healthcare providers teaches Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and relief of foreign body airway obstruction for adults, children and infants. It is intended for participants who provide health care to patients in a wide variety of settings, including in-hospital and out-of-hospital settings. The course is also designed for anyone who is required to take a healthcare provider course for employment or as a prerequisite for ACLS, PALS, and BLS instructor courses. On successful completion of the course, you will receive a course completion card issued through the American Heart Association. You must register in advance. We cannot permit registrations the day of the class. §49. July 23rd.
11484 PRODEV 4063 SC 9:00 AM-2:00 PM S TBA TBA
PROFDEV 4008 Computer Basics
Do the terms software, hardware, megabytes, gigabytes, and modems make any sense to you? If not, this is the place for you. Conquer your fear of computers in this beginner’s class. You will learn the components of the systems and how to boot up and shut down the computer, develop mouse skills, understand the use of media storage, files, folders, icons, software, accessory programs, operating systems, and sizing and moving windows. You will also create an e-mail account and learn how to use and search the Internet. A USB thumb drive of any size is required. Prerequisites: Students who do not have keyboarding skills should take Keyboarding before taking this class. Book required. $149. 06/11 to 07/30 (no class 07/02).
11471 PROFDEV 4008 SC 10:00 AM-12:15 PM T TRL933 Yacovacci, J
11470 PROFDEV 4009 SC 11:00 AM-1:00 PM S TRL972 Walls, C
PROFDEV 4095 Microsoft Word
Expose yourself to this powerful word processing software through an exciting hands-on experience. Learn how to create, edit, and save documents; use the spellers and thesaurus; construct tables and columns; prepare envelopes and labels; and choose fonts. $149. 06/15 to 07/27.
11472 PROFDEV 4095 WC 6:30 PM-9:30 PM W TRL844 Walls, C
PROFDEV 4052 Introduction to PC Hardware
The Basic CompTIA A+ Certification Prep course teaches you about the hardware common to virtually every personal computer, including microprocessors, RAM, power supplies, motherboards, BIOS, CMOS, the expansion bus, and input/output devices. You will learn how things work, how to configure everything, and how to troubleshoot in real-world environments. This course gives you the knowledge upon which you’ll base the rest of your CompTIA A+ certification studies for the exams that debuted in late 2006. Plus it helps you that first step to becoming an excellent PC technician. Homework and attendance are required. $199. 06/14 to 06/30.
11483 PROFDEV 4052 TRC 6:30 PM-9:30 PM TTh TR91959 TBA
PROFDEV 4051 QuickBooks Pro
Simplify the business of running your business. Learn how to organize and streamline your company’s everyday tasks with this popular accounting software. You will set up a company; create a chart of accounts; build customer, employee, and vendor lists; learn how to invoice, receive payments, and make deposits. You will enter bills, print checks, void checks, and process manual checks; prepare journal entries; enter credit card charges; set up a petty cash account; set up a loan; customize a chart of accounts; and reconcile your checking account. We’ll also customize and filter reports that track your revenue and expenses. Prerequisites: A basic understanding of bookkeeping and a knowledge of computers is recommended. $219. 06/11 to 07/30 (no class 07/02).
11465 PROFDEV 4051 SC 12:00 PM-2:30 PM S TRL984 Croese, G
PROFDEV 4070 Web Design + Development: UI/UX Design and Adobe Photoshop/ Illustrator
This initial web design course focuses on the design and creation of websites, both on the principles of information architecture including website structure, layout, and hierarchy; and user experience design (UX). Create graphic components necessary to communicate these concepts using Adobe Illustrator (vector graphics) and Adobe Photoshop (site layouts, slicing, layers). $625. 06/14 to 07/28.
11485 PROFDEV 4070 TRC 6:30 PM-9:30 PM TTh TRL972 Chin, Y
PROFDEV 4057 Fundamentals of Bookkeeping
Use a step-by-step approach to learn all the elements of the bookkeeping cycle including creating and posting journal entries, performing a trial balance, closing the general ledger, preparing basic financial statements, and calculating the cost of goods sold. $199. 06/11 to 07/02 (no class 07/02).
11464 PROFDEV 4057 SC 9:00 AM-11:30 AM S TRL967 Croese, G
PROFDEV 4061 Classroom Management
This course, taught by a licensed teacher, is designed for new or veteran teachers who find themselves struggling with classroom management. In this interactive course, students will develop classroom management strategies and plans, and design strategic classroom routines. Students will apply this new knowledge in the classroom each week and will refine plans based on actual experiences. $129. 06/18 to 07/16 (no class 07/02).
11469 PROFDEV 4061 SC 9:00 AM-12:00 PM S TR92931 TBA
PROFDEV 4079 Spanish for Educators
This course, taught by a licensed teacher, will help non-Spanish speaking teachers communicate with the parents and family members of their students in Spanish. Students will learn how to talk with parents about their child’s strengths and weaknesses, explain standardized test results, and communicate about other topics related to education. $159. 06/18 to 07/30 (no class 07/02).
11468 PROFDEV 4079 SC 9:00 AM-12:00 PM S TR92989 Henry, T
PROFDEV 4102 Color Theory and Application
Enhance your knowledge of color theory and application. You will build on the basic principles of color matching as you learn how to apply color more effectively. Offered for CEU credit. $175. 07/10 to 07/24.
12622 PROFDEV 4102 UC1 10:00 AM-12:15 PM Su TBA Sacramento, M
PROFDEV 4105 Opening a Salon
A successful hair salon offers excellent service, uses quality products, and provides an enjoyable atmosphere at an acceptable price. The hair salon business remains a rapidly growing industry, and can be started with moderate capitalization. Learn how to identify a suitable location, design your salon, hire employees, obtain financing, obtain permits, and manage your business. Offered for CEU credit. $175. 07/11 to 07/25.
11466 PROFDEV 4105 MC1 10:00 AM-12:15 PM M TBA Conda, D
PROFDEV 4088 Food Service Sanitation Manager Course (FSSMC)
National Restaurant Association ServSafe Training and certification is appropriate for anyone seeking first-time certification or to renew an expired license. State and local governments require that food service establishments be under the direction of a person with a valid State of Illinois Food Service Sanitation Manager’s Certification. On successful completion of a State-approved exam, you will be eligible to apply for the State of Illinois certification ($35 fee). City of Chicago certificates are available for an additional $35 fee. A textbook is required. Allow approximately 8 to 8 weeks to receive your certifications. Contact the Illinois Department of Public Health at (217) 785-2439 for information about certifications. $175 (does not include book or licenses). 06/21 to 06/28.
11463 PROFDEV 4088 TC 10:00 AM-6:00 PM T TR9261 Muhammad, C

SENIORS PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT AT TRUMAN
SENIORS 5000 Introduction to Computers for Seniors
Seniors age 55 and older can become computer savvy through this 8-week course. Learn the basics of using a personal computer, including Microsoft Word and the Internet. Learn to compose letters and e-mail, to make calendars, flyers, and much more! Must be age 55 and older and a Chicago resident. Advance registration is required. Call the Chicago Department of Senior Services at 312-746-6523 to register. The class fee of $35 (check or money order) must be mailed to the Dept. of Family and Support Services, 1615 W. Chicago Ave., 3rd Floor, Chicago, IL 60622, Attn. Francine Miller. Payment must be received 2 days before the class start date. Class size is limited. Fee of $35 paid to Department of Senior Services. 06/08 to 07/27.
11473 SENIORS 5000 WC 8:45 AM-10:45 AM W TRL933 TBA
SENIORS 5001 Intermediate Computers for Seniors
Continue learning in this intermediate course. Students should have completed the Introduction to Computers for Seniors. Must be age 55 or older and a Chicago resident. Advance registration is required. Call the Chicago Department of Family and Support Services at 312-746-6523 to register. The class fee of $35 (check or money order) must be mailed to the Dept. of Family and Support Services, 1615 W. Chicago Ave., 3rd Floor, Chicago, IL 60622, Attn. Francine Miller. Payment must be received 2 days before the class start date. Class size is limited. Fee of $35 paid to Department of Senior Services. 06/09 to 07/28.
11474 SENIORS 5001 RC 8:45 AM-10:45 AM Th TR933 TBA
SENIORS 5012 Internet Safety, Social Media and Skype for Seniors
Learn to stay safe on your computer and learn to use Skype in this four-week workshop for Chicago residents age 55 and above. You will learn how to avoid pop-ups; manage cookies; and report suspicious activity. You will also set up a Skype account and use it to make free internet-based video calls to friends and family. To register, contact Francine Miller at the Dept. of Family and Support Services, 312-746-6523, or Truman College Professional and Personal Development at 773-907-4440. 11475 runs from 06/07 to 06/28. 11476 runs from 07/05 to 07/26.
11475 SENIORS 5012 TC1 8:45 AM-10:45 AM T TRL933 TBA
11476 SENIORS 5012 TC2 8:45 AM-10:45 AM T TRL933 TBA

Wilbur Wright College
ADULT ART AT WRIGHT
ADLTART 1008 Painting Studio/Class
Experience the joy of watching a painting come to life by your hand. Beginning and more advanced students will work side by side in this open studio. Bring water mixable oil or acrylic paints, brushes, canvas board or stretched canvas, and a desire to learn. Easels provided. Instructor will only be available during the first two hours of class. 6 sessions. $79. 06/25 to 08/06.
11918 ADLTART 1008 U1 11:30 AM-2:30 PM S WRA-A213 Taylor, J
ADLTART 1009 Floral Design
Learn to create beautiful fresh floral arrangements. We will be working with seasonal flowers to create floral decorations for your home—from table centerpieces to flowers for your door! Please bring a sharp knife and scissors. A materials fee of $15 per week will be collected by the instructor. Students will take home a beautiful floral arrangement each week. 6 sessions. $59. 06/22 to 07/27. 11923 is from 06/20 to 08/01.
11922 ADLTART 1009 U1 10:30 AM-12:00 PM W WRA-A213 Neri, R
11923 ADLTART 1009 U2 7:00 PM-8:30 PM M WRA-A213 Neri, R

TO REGISTER FOR CLASSES, PLEASE VISIT MY.CCC.EDU
ADLTART 1010 Designing Wedding Flowers
If you are a hands-on person and like the idea of creating your own wedding bouquets, this is the class for you. Students will learn how to make a hand-tied bouquet, corsage, and boutonnière and pave centerpiece. Pricing ideas will also be discussed. A trip to the floral market will also be included so you can see a variety of flowers available in our market area. Taught by a professional florist with 30 years' experience in the field. A material fee of $15 per week will be collected in class. (Bring scissors and/or small sharp knife) 1 session $25. 06/25. 08/18.
11924 ADLTART 1010 U1 7:00 PM-8:30 PM M WRA-A213 Ner, R

ADULT DANCE AT WRIGHT

ADLTADN 1101 Sizzling Salsa and Merengue
Singles and Couples! Have an enjoyable evening learning easy to intricate (but lovely) patterns for Salsa, Merengue, Cumbia and Bachata dances. Norm Viray and Fran Strain, co-owners of DanceMates Educational Arts, NFP, will show you how to unwind your day. 6 sessions. $65 per person. 06/17 to 07/22.
11925 ADLTADN 1101 U1 7:30 PM-8:30 PM F WRL100 Viray, N
ADLTADN 1102 Intermediate Salsa Dance
Singles and Couples! Want more out of the “Sizzling Salsa Dance” course? Want to learn new & trendy dance moves for Salsa, Cumbia, Merengue and Bachata after every 6-week session? Want to look good leading, following & executing turns and dips? Class outing offered every other Friday night immediately following the class. 6 sessions. $65 per person. 06/17 to 07/22.
11926 ADLTADN 1102 U1 8:40 PM-9:40 PM F WRL100 Viray, N
ADLTADN 1103 Party Line Dance
Singles and couples—have a blast at any social dance function! Have fun learning easy-to-lead and easy-to-follow movements for American-style dances (Tango, Waltz, Ballad/Foxtrot, and Rumba/Bolero) and East Coast Swing. A partner is not necessary. 6 sessions. $65 per person. 06/17 to 07/22.
11927 ADLTADN 1103 U1 6:15 PM-7:15 PM F WRL100 Viray, N

ADULT FITNESS AT WRIGHT

ADLTFIT 1304 Zumba
Dance your way to fitness! This Latin based dance is fun and provides great health benefits. You will be guided through a series of dance steps such as salsa, merengue, and reggaeton while incorporating exercises such as knee lifts, squats, and bicep curls. You'll have so much fun doing Zumba you'll forget the fitness benefit. 7 sessions. $65. 11931 runs from 06/23 to 08/04. 11932 runs from 06/25 to 08/06.
11931 ADLTFIT 1304 U1 7:00 PM-8:00 PM Th WRE102 Ortiz, J
11932 ADLTFIT 1304 U2 9:00 AM-10:00 AM S WRE102 Ortiz, J
ADLTFIT 1305 6 Pack Attack
Get hooked on toning and strengthening your upper as well as your lower body. Instructor: Juan Ortiz will push you to a stronger and leaner you. You have nothing to lose but pounds and inches! 7 sessions. $65. 06/23 to 08/04.
11934 ADLTFIT 1305 U1 6:00 PM-6:59 PM Th WR102 Ortiz, J
ADLTFIT 1306 Rhythm and Movement
Have fun dancing and exercising to the Oldies. Dance with partners and props. Easy line dance steps & soft shoe. Wear comfortable clothing and shoes. 7 sessions. $54. 06/17 to 07/29.
11929 ADLTFIT 1306 U1 10:00 AM-11:00 AM F WRA-A210 Luberta, R
ADLTFIT 1307 Cardio Step
Get your heart rate up, burn fat and increase your stamina in this medium intensity cardio workout! High energy dance music accompanies the routines to keep you moving and motivated. Various types of strength training also included to tone your core and upper body. Students are asked to bring hand weights to class. Wright will provide the step equipment and resistance bands. 14 sessions. $85. 06/20 to 08/10. No class on 07/04 or 07/06.
11930 ADLTFIT 1307 U1 6:30 PM-7:30 PM MW WRE102 Villafuerte, D
ADLTFIT 1308 Kick Boxing
Come relieve stress and have some fun! Burn 500 to 1000 calories per hour. Fun atmosphere, current hip music combining cardio, kick-boxing moves and something for a total body workout. Learn how to reach your target heart rate. Our instructor provides low and high impact alternatives so you can burn the most calories. Bring a towel and water. 14 sessions. $85. 06/28 to 08/11.
11933 ADLTFIT 1308 U1 7:30 PM-8:30 PM TTh WRE110 Wirtanen, L
ADLTFIT 1309 Beginning Yoga
Recommended especially for seniors, those who are recovering from injuries, surgery or are pregnant. We will learn breathing techniques along with gentle stretches and some basic classic yoga poses that will invigorate, strengthen, increase flexibility, and improve your posture. Learn to relax and release stress through these movements, breath awareness and some basic meditation techniques. Bring a firm blanket or large towel and wear loose clothing. No eating or drinking 2 hours before class. 7 sessions. $79. 06/21 to 08/09.
11935 ADLTFIT 1309 U1 6:30 PM-7:59 PM T WRE102 Davis, C

ADULT LANGUAGE AT WRIGHT

ADLTTLANG 1401 Conversational Spanish
As the official language of Spain and 10 Latin American nations, Spanish is spoken as a first language by 330 million persons and as a second language by perhaps another 50 million. This course is designed for beginners who want to be introduced to Spanish and start learning as soon as possible. Learn conversational Spanish through simple lessons, basic vocabulary, grammar explanations, videos, and cultural information; and develop a working vocabulary for travel, business, and pleasure. Book required at first class. Communicating in Spanish (ISBN #0-07-056642-9) 7 sessions. $99. 06/23 to 08/04.
11919 ADLTTLANG 1401 U1 6:00 PM-8:00 PM Th WRA-A210 TBA
ADLTTLANG 1407 Let’s Talk: English for Non-native
LET’S TALK will help you gain the confidence you need to speak English in everyday situations. All are welcome to participate from any level of ESL. The more you practice, the greater the potential for your skills to improve. This class will: boost your self-confidence, reduce your anxiety or nervousness, develop your fluency and accuracy, and, lastly, practice both your listening and speaking skills. The activities in the course will include practice in the following ways: discuss current events, role play (job interviews, work-related situations, business transactions), create stories from pictures, voice your opinion, presentations with small-groups, and talk about areas that are the most difficult for you. Join our friendly and comfortable atmosphere for learning. If you have the desire to improve your speaking skills then this course is for you. LET’S TALK Textbook required ISBN #978-0-521-69284-7. 10 sessions. $169. 06/14 to 07/14.
11902 ADLTTLANG 1407 U1 8:00 PM-10:00 PM TTh WRA-A216 Heberger, D
ADLTTLANG 1410 Sign Language I and II Combined
Would you like to learn to communicate using American Sign Language (ASL)? ASL is quickly becoming one of the most widely used languages in the United States. Come join us to communicate with your hands, face and body! This 14-week, 28-hour class will cover the basics of ASL, emergency sign language and the world of Deaf Culture. We will cover the entire textbook, Lessons 1 through 22, from basic skills through cultural insight and conversational articulation and fluency. Note: This class is designed for those 16 years of age or older. Required textbook ISBN #0-30666-42-6. 28 hrs. $195. 06/14 to 08/02.
11913 ADLTTLANG 1410 U1 5:00 PM-8:30 PM T WRA-A218 Wujcik, P
ADLTTLANG 1416 Conversational Italian
Learning Italian is fun and easy with this dynamic course. Learn basic communication skills before your next trip in order to better enjoy the people and culture of living Italy. Simple phrases and common usage will be emphasized, avoiding the use of awkward textbook terms. This course is also a useful beginning course for anyone who wishes to learn Italian. 7 sessions. $99. 06/21 to 08/02.
11920 ADLTTLANG 1416 U1 6:00 PM-8:00 PM T WRA-A210 TBA
ADLTTLANG 1418 Reading Comprehension and Vocabulary for Adults
Is your reading comprehension and vocabulary holding you back? The new text book, called Read This!, can help with both. The nonfiction stories will hold your interest and build your vocabulary as well as provide insight into American culture. The fiction stories from pictures, voice your opinion, presentations with small-groups, and talk about areas that are the most difficult for you. Join our friendly and comfortable atmosphere for learning. If you have the desire to improve your speaking skills then this course is for you. LET’S TALK Textbook required ISBN #978-0-521-69284-7. 10 sessions. $169. 06/14 to 07/14.
11901 ADLTTLANG 1418 U1 6:00 PM-7:55 PM TTh WRA-A216 Heberger, D

ADULT MUSIC AT WRIGHT

ADLTMUS 1501 Violin
Learn to play lighter classical and popular music in a group. To prepare several pieces for performance on the violin, viola, cello and bass. Students should have their own instrument. The class will be grouped according to the level needed for students. This class is designed for the trained and the beginner. Teacher is willing to give extra help where needed. 7 sessions. $169. 06/25 to 08/06.
11914 ADLTMUS 1501 U1 11:00 AM-1:00 PM S WRE207 Hirna, O
ADLTMS 1502 Guitar for Adults
Learn to play guitar. For beginners and those with some experience but who lack ability to read music. You will learn to play classical and popular music in a group setting while being introduced to the basic elements of guitar technique and music theory. Students must bring their own instrument. 7 sessions. $135. 06/21 to 08/02.

ADLTMS 1503 Adult Piano
Enjoy the experience of learning basic piano techniques, light classical, popular music and theory in seven weeks. This is an easy, fun way for people with or without previous experience (all levels). All handouts & music included. 7 sessions. $135. 06/20 to 08/08.

ADLTMS 1504 Voice Class
Everyone wants to be a singer! Have fun learning the fundamentals of singing and vocal technique combined with the entirety of the musical experience. This class is open to singers of all levels eager to better their voice and develop a sense of confidence with the knowledge of your true voice and its capabilities. Open to all styles. 7 sessions. $135. 06/25 to 08/06.

LEVEL UP AT WRIGHT
LEVELUP 2803 Level Up
Level Up is a quick-start program designed to ensure student are prepared to take on the challenge and rigor of college level work. This program targets students placed into the developmental education pathway based on the CCC COMPASS placement exam. The Level Up program is designed to improve placement scores by sharpening Math, Reading, and/or Writing skills to increase the amount of students to reaching the college-level credit. Tutors and technology is designed to embed the design the of the program.

13118 LEVELUP 2803 U1 1:00 PM-5:00 PM MTWTh WRS-S305 TBA

CHILDREN’S DANCE AT WRIGHT
CHLDANCE 1602 Beginning Ballet and Music With Movement Ages 6-12
Girls and boys welcome. Learn to dance with a partner, the basics of ballet and other dance movements. Various character movements will be introduced. 7 sessions. $72. 06/24 to 08/05.

11997 CHLDANCE 1602 U1 6:30 PM-8:00 PM F WRA-A210 Luberda, R

CHLDANCE 1603 Hip Hop/ Jazz Dancing
Fun for girls and boys in this upbeat dance class. Wear double socks and loose fitting clothes. 7 sessions. $72. 06/25 to 08/06.

12000 CHLDANCE 1603 U1 10:30 AM-11:55 AM S WRA-A210 Luberda, R

CHILDREN’S ART AT WRIGHT
CHLDART 1702 Creative Dramatics
Boys and girls are welcome in this drama class. You will learn and practice projection, improvisation, pronunciation and staging. 7 sessions. $72. 06/25 to 08/06.

11999 CHLDART 1702 U1 12:00 PM-1:25 PM S WRA-A210 Luberda, R

CHLDART 1704 Clay, Clay, Clay
Make clay each week using different materials. Take a project home weekly. 7 sessions. $72. 06/24 to 08/05.

12008 CHLDART 1704 U1 11:00 AM-12:25 PM F WRA-A213 Lemke, D

CHLDART 1706 Drama and Create
A combination of modern drama, dance, and character dance will be taught to themed music. Freedom of movement is emphasized. Some props and/or costumes will be used during this class. Wear double socks. 7 sessions. $72. 06/24 to 08/05.

11998 CHLDART 1706 U1 9:00 AM-10:25 AM S WRA-A210 Luberda, R

CHLDART 1708 Drawing and Beyond
Learn a variety of drawing techniques, styles and methods. Students will engage in various materials and techniques to explore the endless bounds of drawing, cartooning and painting. 7 sessions. $72. 06/25 to 08/06.

12009 CHLDART 1708 U1 10:00 AM-11:25 AM S WRA-A213 Taylor, J

CHLDART 1709 Painting with Acrylics: Texture and Color
Learn how to use color, your imagination, different brushes and textures. Acrylic paints are used to produce two age-appropriate works of art on canvas or Masonite board. 7 sessions. $72. 06/25 to 08/06.

12010 CHLDART 1709 U1 8:30 AM-9:55 AM S WRA-A213 Taylor, J

CHILDREN’S FITNESS AT WRIGHT
CHLDFIT 1801 Tumbling Ages 6-10
Learn the basics of tumbling using the beam and other equipment. 7 sessions. $72. 06/20 to 08/08 (no class July 4).

12015 CHLDFIT 1801 U1 5:00 PM-6:25 PM M WRE102 Luberda, R

CHLDFIT 1803 Gymnastics Ages 7 +
Learn the basics of gymnastics using mat, beam and springboard and more. 7 sessions. $72. 06/24 to 08/05.

12013 CHLDFIT 1803 U1 5:00 PM-6:25 PM F WRE102 Luberda, R

CHLDFIT 1804 Gymnastics and Cheerleading Ages 7 +
A combination class that teaches the basics of cheerleading routines and the basics of gymnastics. 7 sessions. $72. 06/25 to 08/06.

12014 CHLDFIT 1804 U1 3:00 PM-4:25 PM S WRE102 Luberda, R

CHLDFIT 1805 Self-Defense Ages 6-8
Develop self-confidence, improve your concentration and watch your grades improve while learning basic techniques of self-defense from a black-belt expert. 7 sessions. $72. 06/25 to 08/06.

12011 CHLDFIT 1805 U1 9:00 AM-10:25 AM S WRE101 Lemke, P

CHLDFIT 1806 Self-Defense Ages 9-12
Prerequisite: Self-Defense Part One. All color belts and ages welcome. Improve your skills in this class. 7 sessions. $72. 06/25 to 08/06.

12012 CHLDFIT 1806 U1 10:30 AM-11:55 AM S WRE101 Lemke, P

CHLDFIT 1809 Mini Cheerleaders and Pom Poms Ages 6-8
Learn cheer routines and use pom pons for fun. 7 sessions. $72. 06/20 to 08/08 (no class July 4).

12117 CHLDFIT 1809 U1 6:30 PM-8:00 PM M WRA-A210 Luberda, R

CHLDFIT 1810 Kids Zumba
A fun motivating combination of Latin-inspired international music and dance steps guaranteed to make you smile and sweat! 7 sessions. $72. 06/21 to 08/02.

13227 CHLDFIT 1810 5:00 PM-6:25 PM T WRE102 Ortiz

CHILDREN’S LANGUAGE AT WRIGHT
CHLDLANG 1910 American Sign Language for Youth
Introduction to American Sign Language (ASL). Learn finger-spelling, the alphabet, and simple everyday signs. 7 sessions. $72. 06/28 to 08/09.

11964 CHLDLANG 1910 U1 3:30 PM-5:55 PM T WRA-A218 Wajcik, P

CHLDLANG 1911 Creative Writing Grades 2-4
Express your thoughts and ideas. Learn the rules of English. 7 sessions. $72. 06/29 to 08/10.

11980 CHLDLANG 1911 U1 2:00 PM-3:30 PM W WRA-A218 Sima, C

CHLDLANG 1911 English Grammar Grades 4-6
Students will master important grammar and language arts skills. 7 sessions. $72. 06/28 to 08/09.

11979 CHLDLANG 1911 U1 12:30 PM-1:55 PM T WRA-A218 Sima, C

CHLDLANG 1915 American Sign Language for Youth
Introduction to American Sign Language (ASL). Learn finger-spelling, the alphabet, and simple everyday signs. 7 sessions. $72. 06/28 to 08/09.

11964 CHLDLANG 1915 U1 3:30 PM-5:55 PM T WRA-A218 Wajcik, P

CHILDREN’S MATH AT WRIGHT
CHLDMATH 2000 Reading and Math Game Ages 6-8
Reinforce and learn basic math and reading skills through games. 7 sessions. $72. 06/25 to 08/06.

11987 CHLDMATH 2000 U1 12:30 PM-1:55 PM F WRA-A213 Lemke, D

CHLDMATH 2004 Improving Your Math Grades 3-4
Third and fourth grades mathematics includes: place value, comparing and ordering numbers, counting by numbers other than one, relationship between addition and subtraction, rounding and estimation, multiplication facts, relationship of multiplication and division, division facts, fractions, decimals, consumer math, measurement time, measurement metric, geometry, Roman numerals, sequences and patterns. Does your child need help? Book required at the first class session. 7 sessions. $72. 06/29 to 08/09.

11965 CHLDMATH 2004 U1 11:00 AM-12:25 PM W WRA-A218 Sima, C

CHLDMATH 2005 Improving Your Math Grades 5-6
Help your 5th and 6th graders increase their math skills by reviewing the math concepts covered in school. Assessments of math weaknesses are given to assist the students with their individual needs for improvement. 7 sessions. $72. 06/20 to 08/11.

1198 Sima, C

CHLDMATH 2007 Pre-Algebra Grades 7-10
Review ratios, proportions, percent, and probability. Includes signed numbers, powers and roots and algebraic expression. Give your child the opportunity to gain the pre-algebra knowledge. Book required at the first class session. 7 sessions. $72. 06/27 to 07/20.

11970 CHLDMATH 2007 U1 12:30 PM-2:00 PM MW WRA-A216 Heberger, D
CHLDREAD 2304 Improve Your Reading Grades 3-4
Improve your child's reading, vocabulary, and comprehension while promoting the love of literature for a lifetime. Students will read about topics that will identify in their lives. This course will include the use of a dictionary. Book required at the first class session. 7 sessions. $72. 06/26 to 08/10.
1994 CHLDREAD 2304 U1 12:30 PM-1:55 PM W WRA-A218 Sima, C

CHLDREAD 2305 Improve Your Reading Grades 5-6
Have your child develop oral reading skills, vocabulary, and pronunciation while gaining a greater appreciation for literature. The reading topics include humor, friendships, personal values and helping those in need. This course includes the use of dictionary. Book required at the first class session. 7 sessions. $72. 06/28 to 08/09.
1995 CHLDREAD 2305 U1 11:00 AM-12:25 PM T WRA-A218 Sima, C

CHLDREAD 2306 Improve Your Reading Grades 7-9
Does your junior high student often read something and then not really understand what he or she read? Learn the techniques to understand what is read, remember the message, and then apply the information to questions or assignments. This course is designed for students who are reading below grade level. Book required at the first class session. 7 sessions. $72. 06/30 to 06/11.
1996 CHLDREAD 2306 U1 11:00 AM-12:25 PM Th WRA-A210 Sima, C
SWIM 6000 MORNING AQUATICS

Do you enjoy Hydro-Fit classes Monday through Thursday? We now offer a Friday morning class to help start your weekend right! Join us for another day of aerobic workout and strength training in the pool. 8 Weeks. $58. 06/10 to 07/29.

SWIM 6001 WEEKEND WATER EXERCISE

Do you enjoy Hydro-Fit classes Monday through Thursday? We now offer a Friday morning class to help start your weekend right! Join us for another day of aerobic workout and strength training in the pool. 8 Weeks. $58. 06/10 to 07/29.

SWIM 6002 ADULT LAP SWIM

If morning time won’t fit your schedule, check out the evening and weekend open pool time for adults. Check in with the lifeguard, then hop into the refreshing pool and work out. 8 sessions. $49. 07/11 and 07/13.

SWIM 6003 AQUATICS FOR BEGINNERS

This course is for ages 15 and older who want to learn how to overcome fear to learn basic swim skills. Even if you have no fear, this class will teach you how to swim along with treading water and other personal safety skills. Bring swim cap and goggles. 8 sessions. $74. 11549 runs from 06/08 to 07/27. 11550 runs from 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6004 AQUATICS FOR INTERMEDIATE

This class is designed to follow up and refine skills taught in the beginner class. To enroll students must be confident and competent in deep water as well as be able to swim front crawl, back crawl, elementary backstroke and breast stroke. If you know these skills and want to refine techniques and are comfortable in deep water this is the class for you. 8 sessions Tuition $74. 06/08 to 07/27. 11555 runs from 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6005 LEARN TO SWIM PARENT and CHILD AQUATICS

Must be 1yo by June 1, 2016. This program familiarizes children ages 1-2 and 3-4 with the water and prepares them to learn to swim in the American Red Cross Preschool Aquatics program. Illinois Health Department mandates that “swim diapers” must have fitted waterproof pants over the diaper. Every child must have one adult with them in the water for these classes. 8 sessions. $40. 11759 runs from 06/06 to 07/06. 11760 runs from 06/06 to 07/06. 11761 runs from 06/07 to 07/06. 11762 runs from 06/07 to 07/06.

SWIM 6006 LEARN TO SWIM PARENT and CHILD AQUATICS

Must be 3yo by June 1, 2016. This program familiarizes children ages 1-2 and 3-4 with the water and prepares them to learn to swim in the American Red Cross Preschool Aquatics program. Illinois Health Department mandates that “swim diapers” must have fitted waterproof pants over the diaper. Every child must have one adult with them in the water for these classes. 8 sessions. $40. 11765 runs from 06/07 to 07/06. 11766 runs from 06/08 to 07/28. 11767 runs from 06/10 to 07/29. 11768 runs from 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6007 LEARN TO SWIM PRESCHOOL AQUATICS

Must be 3yo by June 1, 2016. This class promotes appropriate learning and development of fundamental water safety and swimming skills. It is a good step for children coming from the Parent & Child program as they transition into the Learn to Swim Program at age 6. Parents DO NOT go in the water in this class, so the child should be ready to be in the water without them. If your child was not in our parent/child classes, and is 4 years of age, please call (773) 481-8918 to see if they would qualify. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. $74. 11770 runs from 06/07 to 07/26. 11771 runs from 06/08 to 07/27. 11772 runs from 06/10 to 07/29. 11773 runs from 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6008 LEARN TO SWIM PRESCHOOL AQUATICS

Must be 5yo by June 1, 2016. This class promotes appropriate learning and development of fundamental water safety and swimming skills. It is a good step for children coming from the Parent & Child program as they transition into the Learn to Swim Program at age 6. Parents DO NOT go in the water in this class, so the child should be ready to be in the water without them. If your child was not in our parent/child classes, and is 4 years of age, please call (773) 481-8918 to see if they would qualify. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. $74. 11770 runs from 06/07 to 07/26. 11771 runs from 06/08 to 07/27. 11772 runs from 06/10 to 07/29. 11773 runs from 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6009 LEARN TO SWIM PHYSICAL ACTIVITY

Hands-on practice creating, sending, replying, saving, deleting and printing email messages. Learn how to get and utilize a free web-based email account. $49. 07/11 and 07/13.

SWIM 6010 WATER EXERCISE

Do you enjoy Hydro-Fit classes Monday through Thursday? We now offer a Friday morning class to help start your weekend right! Join us for another day of aerobic workout and strength training in the pool. 8 Weeks. $58. 06/10 to 07/29.

SWIM 6011 MUSCLE UP!

This water workout combines both aerobic and strength training to work the heart and muscles as well as reshaping body tone from fat to muscle. Suitable for all levels of fitness. 8 sessions. $58.

SWIM 6012 FRIDAY MORNING FIT

Do you enjoy Hydro-Fit classes Monday through Thursday? We now offer a Friday morning class to help start your weekend right! Join us for another day of aerobic workout and strength training in the pool. 8 Weeks. $58. 06/10 to 07/29.

SWIM 6013 WEEKEND WATER EXERCISE

This class is designed to get your blood flowing and energize you for a great weekend. This class is hard work for the total body. We are deep water running to work on core muscles as well as shallow upper body work. Call Genevieve at (773) 481-8918 with questions. 8 sessions. $64. 06/07 to 07/26.

SWIM 6014 HYDRO-HEALTHY LIFESTYLE WORKOUT

This water workout combines both aerobic and strength training to work the heart and muscles as well as reshaping body tone from fat to muscle. Suitable for all levels of fitness. 8 sessions. $58. 11567 runs from 06/08 to 07/28. 11568 runs from 06/07 to 07/26. 11569 runs from 06/07 to 07/26. 11570 runs from 06/09 to 07/28.
SWIM 6015 SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING
If you have swimming skills and can swim breaststroke, come try the “sport of the arts.” Class includes instruction in precision and pattern swimming, sculling and beginning through advanced figures. Taught by certified United States Synchronized Swimming Instructor. Bring nose plug and swim cap. 8 sessions. $79. 11570 runs from 06/06 to 08/01. No class on July 4. 11571 runs from 06/06 to 07/29.

SWIM 6018 LEVEL 1: INTRODUCTION OF WATER SKILLS
This class is the first in the Red Cross Learn-to-Swim program. The child must be 6 years by June 1, 2016. Children learn basic skills including supported floating on the back, underwater exhalation and breathing, and two forms of arm and leg action. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. Instructor will give American Red Cross card to students passing Level 1, 8 sessions. 11774 runs from 06/07 to 07/26. 11779 runs from 06/08 to 07/28. 11780 runs from 06/09 to 07/29. 11781 runs from 06/10 to 07/29. 11782 runs from 06/11 to 07/30. 11783 runs from 06/12 to 07/30.

SWIM 6019 LEVEL 1: INTRODUCTION OF WATER SKILLS
This class is the first in the Red Cross Learn-to-Swim program. (10-14 yr olds) The child must be 10 years by June 1, 2016. Children learn basic skills including supported floating on the back, underwater exhalation and breathing, and two forms of arm and leg action. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. $74. 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6021 LEVEL 2: FUNDAMENTAL AQUATIC SKILLS
Must have a Level 1 card or be tested. Also, student must be 6 years old by June 1, 2016. This level builds on basic movement learned in Level 1, then helps the child to swim front and back crawl with breathing. Further develop breaststroke and the elementary backstroke, changing direction and rolling from back to front, along with two additional arm movements that are part of personal safety skills will further the student’s ability to combine skills and become a better swimmer. To pass, a child must swim all required skills with no float belt in deep water. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. 11784 runs from 06/06 to 08/01. 11785 runs from 06/07 to 07/26. 11786 runs from 06/08 to 07/27. 11787 runs from 06/09 to 07/28. 11788 runs from 06/10 to 07/29. 11789 runs from 06/11 to 07/30. 11790 runs from 06/12 to 07/30. 11791 runs from 06/13 to 07/30. 11792 runs from 06/14 to 07/30.

SWIM 6022 LEVEL 2: FUNDAMENTAL AQUATIC SKILLS
Must have a Level 1 card or be tested. Also, student must be 10 years old by June 1, 2016. This level builds on basic movement learned in Level 1, then helps the child to swim front and back crawl with breathing. Further develop breaststroke and the elementary backstroke, changing direction and rolling from back to front, along with two additional arm movements that are part of personal safety skills will further the student’s ability to combine skills and become a better swimmer. To pass, a child must swim all required skills with no float belt in deep water. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. 11785 runs from 06/06 to 08/01. 11786 runs from 06/07 to 07/26. 11787 runs from 06/08 to 07/27. 11788 runs from 06/09 to 07/28. 11789 runs from 06/10 to 07/29. 11790 runs from 06/11 to 07/30. 11791 runs from 06/12 to 07/30. 11792 runs from 06/13 to 07/30. 11793 runs from 06/14 to 07/30.

SWIM 6025 LEVEL 3: STROKE DEVELOPMENT
Must be 6yo by June 1, 2016. Builds on skills mastered in Level 2. Must have a Level 2 card or test for appropriate skills. Work on coordination for front, back crawl, breaststroke and scissor kick to further refinement of these strokes. Introduces elements of the butterfly & treading in deep water. Rules for head-first entries are taught along with the introduction of the diving progressions. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. 11794 runs from 06/06 to 08/01 (no class on July 4). 11795 runs from 06/06 to 07/26. 11796 runs from 06/07 to 09/28. 11797 runs from 06/10 to 07/29. 11798 runs from 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6026 LEVEL 3: STROKE DEVELOPMENT
Must be 10yo by June 1, 2016. Builds on skills mastered in Level 2. Must have a Level 2 card or test for appropriate skills. Work on coordination for front, back crawl, breaststroke and scissor kick to further refinement of these strokes. Introduces elements of the butterfly & treading in deep water. Rules for head-first entries are taught along with the introduction of the diving progressions. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. 11791 runs from 06/06 to 08/01 (no class on July 4). 11800 runs from 06/07 to 07/26.

SWIM 6029 LEVEL 4: STROKE IMPROVEMENT
Must be 7yo by June 1, 2016. Must have passed American Red Cross Level 3 or be tested to enter Level 4. Students will improve their skills and increase their endurance by swimming front and back crawl for greater distances. Continue to work on elementary backstroke, breaststroke and sidestroke. Learn basic turns and survival swimming. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. $74. 11803 runs from 06/09 to 07/28. 11804 runs from 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6030 LEVEL 5: STROKE REFINEMENT
Must have passed American Red Cross Level 4 or be tested for appropriate skills to enter this class. Students will refine their performance of all the strokes (front and back crawl, butterfly, breaststroke, elementary backstroke and side-stroke) to increase their distances. Flip turns, front and back, will be introduced. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. 8 sessions. $74. 11806 runs from 06/09 to 07/28. 11807 runs from 06/11 to 07/30.

SWIM 6036 LEVEL 6: SWIMMING AND SKILL PROFICIENCY- Personal Water Safety
Must have Level 5 American Red Cross card or be tested for appropriate skills. Level 6 is now the last level in the American Red Cross Learn-to-Swim program. There are three sections to Level 6: A) Personal Water Safety; B) Fundamentals of Diving, and, C) Fitness Swimmer. All sections have an emphasis on the strokes to increase power, efficiency, and distances. We are offering sections A and C this spring. If you have questions, please call Gen Akers, Aquatic Coordinator at (773) 481-8918. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. Ages 9 to 14 with appropriate skills (must be 9 by June 1, 2016), 8 sessions. $74. 06/07 to 07/26.

SWIM 6039 LEVEL 6: SWIMMING AND SKILL PROFICIENCY- Fitness Swimmer
Must have Level 5 American Red Cross card or be tested for appropriate skills. Level 6 is now the last level in the American Red Cross Learn-to-Swim program. There are three sections to Level 6: A) Personal Water Safety; B) Fundamentals of Diving, and, C) Fitness Swimmer. All sections have an emphasis on the strokes to increase power, efficiency, and distances. We are offering sections A and C this spring. If you have questions, please call Gen Akers, Aquatic Coordinator at (773) 481-8918. Swim cap and goggles required at each class. Ages 9 to 14 with appropriate skills (must be 9 by June 1, 2016), 8 sessions. $74. 06/07 to 07/26.

SWIM 6042 ENDURANCE/STROKE CLINIC For Levels 4-6 learn to Swim
This class is a concentrated tutorial stroke endurance clinic. Working with the level that the student is in, the instructors will guide them to meet personal goals of improvement through stroke instruction, endurance drills and lap swimming. 8 sessions. $74. 06/10 to 07/29.

SWIM 6063 INTRODUCTION TO SYNCHRONIZED SWIMMING-For youth
For youth who can already swim front, back and breast strokes in deep water. This class will introduce basic synchronized swimming skills including precision and pattern swimming, sculling and figures. Taught by a certified United States Synchronized Swimming Instructor. Please contact the Aquatic Office at (773) 481-8918 if you have questions about required skill level for this class. 8 sessions. 09/06/19 to 07/28.

TO REGISTER FOR CLASSES, PLEASE VISIT MY.CCC.EDU